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X-RAY OPTICAL ACTIVITY: APPLICATIONS OF SUM RULESJ. Goulon, A. Rogalev *, F. Wilhelm, C. Goulon-Ginet, P. Carra, I. MarriEuropean Synhrotron Radiation Faility38043, Grenoble Cedex, FraneCh. BrouderLaboratoire de Minéralogie-Cristallographie UMR-CNRS 7590, Université Paris-VI, IPGPF-75252, Paris, Cedex 05, FraneSubmitted 20 Deember 2002Edge-seletive sum rules are proposed for a variety of X-ray dihroisms related to natural or nonreiproaloptial ativity. Four spherial operators are identi�ed that mix orbitals of di�erent parities in what is assumedto be the ground state. The orbital anapole moment 
(1) is primarily responsible for the magnetohiral dihro-ism; the time-even rank-2 tensor N(2) = [L;
℄(2) for natural irular dihroism; the time-odd rank-2 tensorW(2) = [L;n℄(2) for nonreiproal magneti linear dihroisms. At higher orders, the time-odd rank-3 tensor�(3) = [L;L;
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J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 20031. INTRODUCTIONSystems with broken inversion symmetry play afasinating role not only in physis but also in hem-istry and in life sienes where moleular reognitionproesses are very often ontrolled by hirality. In1958, Zel'dovih [1℄ introdued the onept of theanapole to desribe parity-violating interations. Fornearly 40 years, atomi and nulear physiists wereangling for nulear anapoles [2, 3℄ until the anapolemoment of 133Cs was �nally measured in 1997 [4℄. Insolid-state physis, the onept of the anapole has at-trated muh less attention even though there is a longestablished literature dealing with toroidal multipolemoments [5�8℄. It was realized reently that X-rayoptial ativity (XOA) an o�er a unique experimen-tal aess to orbital anapole moments and to a wholefamily of related operators. It is the aim of the presentpaper to analyze the physial ontent of these oper-ators, espeially for magnetoeletri solids in whihparity (I) and time-reversal (�) symmetries are bro-ken, while the struture remains invariant under theprodut I� [9℄.Unlike magneto-optial e�ets suh as the Fara-day rotation or the magneti irular dihroism, whihrefer primarily to eletri dipole (E1E1) transitions,optial ativity is assoiated with transition proba-bilities that mix multipole moments of opposite pari-ties (e.g., E1M1 or E1E2). The Curie priniple thusstates that optial ativity an be observed only inparity nononserving systems. We reall that prop-erties related to optial ativity an be either even(�natural�) or odd (�nonreiproal�) with respet tothe time-reversal operator �. We have disussed else-where [10℄ how to transpose the theories of optial a-tivity urrently used at optial wavelengths into theX-ray spetral range. Following Bukingham [11℄ andBarron [12℄, we found it most onvenient to desribeXOA by introduing a omplex gyration tensor��� = � 0�� � i� 00�� :In ore level spetrosopies, magneti dipole transi-tions (M1) are very weak [13℄, and it seems perfetlylegitimate to neglet the E1M1 terms. Under suhonditions, this Cartesian gyration tensor is domi-nated by the eletri dipole (E1�)�eletri quadrupole(E2�) interferene terms,� 0�� = Im fE1�E2�g+ Im fE1�E2�g ;� 00�� = Re fE1�E2�g �Re fE1�E2�g : (1)The imaginary part (� 00) is antisymmetri with respetto interhange of the �; � subsripts and is responsiblefor the natural XOA; the real part (� 0) is symmetriand ontributes to nonreiproal e�ets [12℄.

Every Stokes omponent Sj is assoiated with awell identi�ed dihroism related to XOA [14�19℄:1)The X-ray magnetohiral dihroism (XM�D),XM�D(S0) / �� 0�� + � 0��� :2) The nonreiproal X-ray magneti lineardihroism (XMLD),XMLD(S1) / �� 0�� � � 0��� :3) The nonreiproal, Jones X-ray magneti lineardihroism (XMLD),XMLD(S2) / 2� 0�� :4) The X-ray natural irular dihroism (XNCD),XNCD(S3) / 2� 00�� :In several ases, XNCD spetra were suessfullyreprodued using ab initio alulations in the gen-eral framework of the multiple sattered wave the-ory [16, 20℄. To the best of our knowledge, however,no suitable ode for simulation of the nonreiproalXOA is presently available. This is why we fous inthis paper on the exploitation of edge-seletive sumrules, whih may give aess to the expetation valuesof a series of e�etive operators that mix orbitals ofopposite parities in what is assumed to be the truemulti-eletroni ground state j gi. In the next se-tion, we reast the XOA sum rules in their generalframework. In Se. 3, we analyze the physial on-tent of the four e�etive operators that were identi�edas responsible for XOA. An important result in thissetion is the possibility to predit whih dihroisman be observed experimentally for a given magnetilass. In Se. 4, referring to several spei� examples,we develop some onsiderations on what an be learntregarding the magnetoeletri symmetry and how theXOA operators an be aessed in pratie.Throughout this paper, we keep the same termi-nology (i.e., salar, vetor, deviator, septor, : : : ) forthe deomposition of Cartesian or spherial tensorsinto their irreduible representations [21, 22℄. We sys-tematially use normal fonts for Cartesian tensors andbold fae fonts for spherial tensors. Irreduible ten-sors of an even rank that have odd parity or irreduibletensors of an odd rank with even parity are ommonlyalled pseudotensors. For larity, we prefer to all ir-reduible tensors of an odd rank and odd parity polartensors rather than true tensors. Polar vetors thatare odd under time reversal are alled toroidal for rea-sons explained in Se. 3; pseudovetors that are evenunder time reversal are alled antitoroidal by analogy.446



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :2. EDGE-SELECTIVE E1E2 SUM RULES2.1. Parity-mixing operatorsOptial sum rules are ommonly used in atomiphysis [23℄. In 1992, Thole et al. [24℄ established auseful sum rule for X-ray magneti irular dihroism(XMCD): it states that the integrated dihroi signal isproportional to hLzi, i.e., to the ground state expeta-tion value of the angular momentum operator ating onthe eletroni shell that aepts the exited photele-tron. For XMCD spetra, one is mostly onerned witheletri dipole (E1) transitions satisfying the seletionrule ` = ` � 1, where ` haraterizes the angular mo-mentum in the initial ore state and ` is the angularmomentum in the �nal exited state. In 1998, using asimilar approah, Natoli et al. [20℄ already establishedthe sum rule�E1E2 = Z�E �E1E2 (E)E2 dE / h gjN(2) (`; `0) j gi (2)for X-ray natural irular dihroism (XNCD), where�E1E2 denotes the X-ray absorption ross setion dueto the E1E2 interferene terms in a �nite energy range�E that must inlude, whenever this is relevant, thetwo partners (j+; j�) of the spin�orbit split edge. Inthe right-hand side, ` still refers to the �nal angu-lar momentum of the eletri dipole (E1) transitionand `0 refers to the eletri quadrupole transition (E2)satisfying the seletion rule `0 = ` � 0; 2, exluding`0 = ` = 0. Obviously, ` and `0 have opposite pa-rities and the operator N(2) (`; `0) probes the mixingof atomi orbitals of the orresponding parities. Theproblem with Eq. (2) was that the rank-2 spherialtensor N(2) was given no lear physial meaning inRef. [20℄. We also found it desirable to extend thissum rule to all E1E2 dihroisms.Regarding Eq. (2), there is still a serious limita-tion that was underlined by Di Matteo and Natoli in aomprehensive review artile [25℄. Due to the ore holeperturbation, j gi is merely a virtual or pseudo groundstate of the system. Intuitively, one may fear that theore hole does a�et orbitals of opposite parities di�er-ently. If we expand j gi in terms of stationary statesj	ni, the quantity that is obtained is atually given byh g jO(q) j gi =Xn;n0 ��n�n0 h	njO(q) j	n0i ; (3)where O(q) is the pertinent parity-mixing e�etive op-erator. At present, there is no proof that the sum overall on�gurations anels the e�ets of the ore holeand restores the property of a true ground state as this

is impliitly assumed for the popular XMCD sum rules.Contrary to Ref. [25℄, we are not even ertain that theross terms (n 6= n0) an a priori be negleted: typi-ally, in the ase of XMCD whereO(1) = Lz, the matrixelements in the right-hand side of Eq. (3) are preiselythose that ontribute to the Van Vlek paramagnetismand are usually nonzero. We onsider this di�ultyagain in Se. 4.2.2. Spherial polarization tensorsThe eletri dipole (E1) and eletri quadrupole(E2) transition operators are �̂ � r and �̂ � r k � r, respe-tively. We reall that for the left irularly polarizedlight with a wavevetor k, �̂ = (i� ij) =p2 where i andj are unit vetors suh thati� j = k=k = k̂:It is therefore natural to desribe the angular depen-dene of the interferene between the E1 and E2 tran-sitions by oupling �̂ �rst with k̂ (as spherial tensors)and then with �̂� to obtainT(b)� = [�̂�; [�̂; k̂℄(2)℄(b)�([; ℄ denotes a oupling via Clebsh�Gordan oe�-ients). The oupling of spherial tensors is desribedin standard textbooks (e.g., [26℄). But the tensors T(b)�do not have a well-de�ned behavior under time reversaland are to be deomposed into their time-reversal even(� = 1) and time-reversal odd (� = �1) parts T(b;�)� .The E1E2 absorption ross setion (�E1E2) and sumrules (�E1E2) are therefore written as�E1E2 = 3Xb=1 bX�=�b X�=�1(�1)�T(b;�)� �(b;�)�� ;�E1E2 = 3Xb=1 bX�=�b X�=�1(�1)�T(b;�)� �(b;�)�� ;where �(b;�)�� and �(b;�)�� are rank-b spherial tensors.To investigate the time-reversal symmetry of T(b;�)� ,we write it in terms ofX(a;b)� = [[�̂�; �̂℄(a); k̂℄(b)�(see [27℄ and Table 1). Here, [�̂�
�̂℄(a) is a rank-a spher-ial tensor. As proved in the next setion, the time re-versal properties of X(a;b)� an readily be dedued fromthe fat that the ation of the time-reversal operator �on �̂ and k is ��̂ = �̂� and �k = �k. The ation of �on X(a;b)� is therefore given by�X(a;b)� = (�1)a+1X(a;b)� :447



J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003Table 1. Polarization tensors of XOAT(1;+1) � 0 (transversality ondition)a = 0 T(1;�1)0 (k̂) = �12r35 k̂ XM�D (S0)a = 2 T(2;+1)0 (�̂; k̂) = p32 h[�̂�; �̂℄(1) ; k̂i(2)0 XNCD (S3)a = 2 T(2;�1)�2 (�̂; k̂) = 12 h[�̂�; �̂℄(2) ; k̂i(2)�2 XMLD (S1,S2)T(3;+1) � 0a = 2 T(3;�1)0 (�̂; k̂) = h[�̂�; �̂℄(2) ; k̂i(3)0 XM�D (S0)a = 2 T(3;�1)�2 (�̂; k̂) = h[�̂�; �̂℄(2) ; k̂i(3)�2 XMLD (S1,S2)We note that omplex onjugation has a di�erent a-tion, X(a;b)� � = (�1)a+1+b��X(a;b)�� :We now onsider the possible values of a and bsatisfying the triangle onditions 0 � a � 2 andja� 1j � b � a+ 1.1) For a = 0, i.e., �̂� � �̂ = 1, it immediately followsthat b = 1 and �E1E2 / k̂�(1;�1) or �E1E2 / k̂�(1;�1).This is obviously the ase of XM�D.2) For a = 1, i.e., [�̂�; �̂℄(1) / ik̂, the result is stillrather simple if we assume that the eletromagnetiwave remains transverse inside the sample, i.e., if theondition b� � k = 0 is satis�ed; then, the only hoiefor b is 2. This is typially the ase of XNCD and itwas previously established that the spherial tensors�(2;+1)and �(2;+1) are rank-2 pseudodeviators [20℄.3) Finally, if a = 2, the problem beomes moreompliated beause the values b = 1; 2; 3 are pos-sible, whih implies that the tensor property �(b;�1)an be a vetor, a deviator or a septor. The optionfa = 2; b = 1g again yields the same vetor ontribu-tion to XM�D; the options fa = 2; b = 2; 3g an beshown to ontribute to nonreiproal XMLD.This disussion and the relation between T(b;�)�and X(a;b)� show that the nonzero tensors are T(1;�1),T(2;+1), T(2;�1), and T(3;�1). These tensors transformas �T(b;�)� = �T(b;�)�under time-reversal symmetry and asT(b;�)� � = �(�1)b��T(b;�)��under omplex onjugation. We note that all tensors�(b;�) and �(b;�) are time-reversal odd with the uniqueexeption of XNCD fa = 1; b = 2g.

At this stage, within the limits of validity ofEqs. (2), several important results already follow with-out heavy alulations: beause the e�etive vetor op-erator of XM�D is odd under I and �, it an only bea toroidal vetor; the e�etive operator of XNCD mustbe a time-even pseudodeviator; the e�etive operatorsof XMLD (S1; S2) must ombine a pseudodeviator anda polar septor, whih must again be odd with respet toboth I and �. These results are summarized in Table 1.2.3. Symmetry groups in XOAIn magneti samples, the time-reversal operator �plays a key role and the point and spae groups have tobe replaed by magneti point and spae groups [29℄.The representation theory of magneti groups is dif-�ult beause � is antilinear and representations arereplaed by orepresentations [30℄. Theorems involv-ing haraters are no longer valid for orepresentationsbeause the equivalene between orepresentations Dand D0 is not determined by the existene of a matrixA suh that D0 = ADA�1 [30℄. Nevertheless, we showthat these ompliations an be irumvented for therepresentations of symmetries involved in XOA.2.3.1. Transformation propertiesTheX-ray absorption ross setion � inluding ele-tri dipole and quadrupole transitions is proportionalto�(�̂;k) /Xf h g j�̂� � r� i2 �̂� � r k � rj f i �� h f j�̂ � r+ i2 �̂ � r k � rj giÆ(Ef �Eg � ~!):448



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :We now suessively transform a physial state with theparity I , time-reversal �, rotation R, and translationTR operations and onsider how � (�̂;k) is modi�ed.To investigate the transformation of the absorptionross setion under parity, we �rst onsider the one-eletron spinless ase. The ation of the parity opera-tor (I) on the system transforms the wavefuntions as(I f )(r) =  f (�r) and (I g)(r) =  g(�r), and thematrix elements beomehI f j�̂ � rjI gi = Z dr �f (�r)�̂ � r g(�r) == Z dr0 �f (r0) �̂ � (�r0) g(r0) = h f j(��̂) � rj gi:The same result holds generally for a many-body sys-tem with spin. Moreover,hI f j�̂ � r+ i2 �̂ � r k � rjI gi == h f jI(�̂ � r+ i2 �̂ � r k � r)I j gi == h f j(��̂) � r+ i2(��̂) � r (�k) � rj gi:Therefore, if �(�̂;k; I) denotes the absorption ross se-tion of the system transformed by parity, and if parityis a symmetry of the system (suh that the energies ofI f and I g oinide with the respetive energies of f and  g), we obtain that �(�̂;k; I) = �(��̂;�k).For time-reversal symmetry (�), we start from thebasi equationh��j� i = h�j i� = h j�i(see [30; 31℄). Hene,h� g j�(�̂ � r+ i2 �̂ � r k � r)j f i == h g j�̂�r+ i2 �̂�r k�rj f i� = h f j�̂� �r� i2 �̂� �r k�rj gi:On the other hand, the antilinearity of the time-reversaloperator yields�������̂ � r+ i2 �̂ � r k � r� f� == ��̂� � r� i2 �̂� � r k � r� j� f i;and therefore,h� g j�̂� � r� i2 �̂� � r k � rj� f i == h f j�̂� � r� i2 �̂� � r k � rj gi:

Similarly,h� f j�̂ � r+ i2 �̂ � r k � rj� gi == h g j�̂ � r+ i2 �̂ � r k � rj f i:Finally, if �(�̂;k; �) denotes the absorption ross se-tion of the time-reversed system and if the system is in-variant under �, we obtain that �(�̂;k; �) = �(�̂�;�k).We next onsider a transformation by the rotationR. Starting again with the one-eletron spinless ase,we havehR f j�̂ � rjR gi = Z dr �f (Rr) �̂ � r g(Rr) == Z dr0 �f (r0) �̂ � (R�1r0) g(r0) = h f j(R�̂) � rj gi:More generally, for a many-body system with spin, if�(�̂;k;R) denotes the absorption ross setion of thesystem transformed by the rotation R, we �nd that�(�̂;k;R) = �(R�̂;Rk):The last tranformation that we need is transla-tion. In X-ray absorption spetrosopy, the dipole andquadrupole approximations are valid beause the orestates are loalized and the origin of oordinates anbe taken at the absorbing atom. If the system is trans-lated, the origin is no longer the absorbing atom, thedipole and quadrupole approximations are not valid,and we must use the full absorption ross setion [32℄�(�̂;k) = 4�2~�m2! Xf jh f jeik�rX j gij2Æ(Ef �Eg � ~!);where X = ~�̂ � r � (g=2)s � (k� �̂)and s is the spin operator. The operator X is notmodi�ed by translation. Thus, the translation TRating on the system by TR f (r) =  f (r + R) andTR g(r) =  g(r+R) transforms h f jeik�rX j gi intohTR f jeik�rX jTR gi = e�ik�Rh f jeik�rX j gi:Therefore, if TR is a symmetry of the system, we ob-tain that �(�̂;k;TR) = �(�̂;k) and the absorption rosssetion is independent of translations of the system.At this stage, we have shown that a transformationof the physial system an be replaed by a simultane-ous transformation of the polarization and wave ve-tors. We next analyze the onsequenes of this resultfor the angular and polarization dependene of �E1E2.14 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 2 (8) 449



J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 20032.3.2. Symmetry groups and E1E2 absorptionAs disussed in Se. 2.2, the E1E2 absorption rosssetion an be written as�E1E2 = 3Xb=1 bX�=�b(�1)� X�=�1T(b;�)� �(b;�)�� : (4)In a referene frame where the wave vetor is di-reted along z axis, the polarization vetor is�̂ = 0B� os os�+ i sin sin�sin os�� i os sin�0 1CA ;whih represents an elliptially polarized wave forwhih the ellipse axes are at the angle  with the ref-erene frame axes, and the irular polarization rate issin 2�. We reall thatS1=S0 = os 2� os 2 ; S2=S0 = os 2� sin 2 ;S3=S0 = sin 2�:In this frame, the nonzero tensor omponents areT(1;�1)0 = �12r35 ;T(2;+1)0 = 12 sin 2�;T(2;�1)�2 = � 12p6e�2i os 2�;T(3;�1)0 = � 1p10 ;T(3;�1)�2 = 12p3e�2i os 2�:In partiular, T(3;�1)�3 = 0.We proved that the ation of � on the system anbe replaed by its ation on T(b;�)� , whih was found tobe �T(b;�)� = �T(b;�)� :This result is nontrivial beause the ation of the time-reversal operator � on a spherial tensor is usually de-sribed by T(j)m ! (�1)j�mT(j)�m(see [30, 33℄) or �T(j)m = (�1)mT(j)�m(see [31℄). Here, the result is di�erent beause the time-reversal operator does not at diretly on the spherialtensor. Its ation on the system is translated into asimpler ation on the polarization and wave vetors.

More generally, any symmetry operation S atingon the system an be written asS = Ip�tRTR;where p = 1 or p = 0 if S ontains or does not on-tain the inversion, t = 1 or t = 0 if S ontains ordoes not ontain the time-reversal symmetry, R de-notes a rotation and TR a translation. From the iden-tity �(�;k; I) = �(��;�k), we see that the ation ofthe parity operator on the system reverses the E1E2absorption ross setion (i.e., �E1E2(I) = ��E1E2).Therefore, the ation of a general symmetry operationS on the system transforms �E1E2 into�E1E2(S) = 3Xb=1 bX�=�b(�1)� �� X�=�1(�1)p�tD(b)�0�(R)T(b;�)�0 �(b;�)�� ; (5)where D(b)�0�(R) is the Wigner rotation matrix. Thisresult justi�es the use of the harater method, whihwas employed by Tenenbaum in Ref. [34℄ and whih weuse in Se. 3.For a magneti group GM ontaining gm elements,the form of the absorption ross setion is obtained bytaking the average over the elements of the group,h�E1E2i = 3Xb=1 bX�=�b(�1)� X�=�1hT(b;�)� i�(b;�)�� ; (6)wherehT(b;�)� i = 1gm XS2GM(�1)p�tD(b)�0�(R)T(b;�)�0 :2.4. E�etive operators of XOA2.4.1. Spherial basisThe E1E2 sum rules were alulated by Carra andollaborators using the powerful method of group gen-erators [27; 35�37℄. A key ahievement was to showthat all operators �(b;�) an be built from the triad ofmutually orthogonal vetor operators:1) n = r=r, whih is a time-reversal even, polarvetor typially assoiated with the eletri dipole mo-ment;2) the orbital angular momentum L, whih is atime-reversal odd axial vetor;3) the toroidal vetor 
 = [(n� L)� (L� n)℄ =2,whih is odd with respet to both I and �.450



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :Beause 
 an be rewritten as the ommutator,
 = i �n;L2� =2, we show in Se. 3 that it is propor-tional to the orbital anapole moment de�ned in [2℄.Important results heve been established.1) The XM�D sum rule involves the ground stateexpetation value of the toroidal vetor 
(1;�1) pro-jeted along the diretion of the wave vetor k.2) The XNCD sum rule must yield the expetationvalue of the �-even pseudodeviatorN(2;+1) = [L;
℄(2),whih is obtained for a = 1, b = 2.3) For a = b = 2, the e�etive operator mustbe a �-odd pseudodeviator, whih was identi�ed withW(2;�1) = [L;n℄(2). Its ground state expetation valueappears in the nonreiproal XMLD sum rule.4) For a = 2 and b = 3, the e�etive operator is the�-odd septor �(3;�1) = h[L;L℄(2) ;
i(3). Its groundstate expetation value is involved in the XM�D sumrule and in the nonreiproal XMLD sum rule.As long as the de�nition of the polarization tensorsT(b;�)� given in the previous setion is appliable, wean use the following generi formulations of the XOAsum rules, to be alled the Carra�Jerez�Marri equa-tions hereafter [37℄:for XNCD (S3),�E1E2 = �8�2�3~ sin 2� (2` + 1)X̀;`0 R(1)` R(2)`0 �� a(2;+1) (`; `; `0)r32 DN(2;+1)0 (`; `0)E ; (7)for XM�D (S0),�E1E2 = �2�2�~ (2` + 1)X̀;`0 R(1)` R(2)`0 ���25a(1;�1) (`; `; `0)D
(1;�1)0 (`; `0)E �� 16p10b(3;�1) (`; `; `0)D�(3;�1)0 (`; `0)E� ; (8)for XMLD (S1; S2),�E1E2 = 16�2� os 2�~ (2` + 1)X̀;`0 R(1)` R(2)`0 �� X�=�2�a(2;�1) (`; `; `0) iei� 3� DW(2;�1)� (`; `0)E++ ei� p3 b(3;�1) (`; `; `0)D�(3;�1)� (`; `0)E� : (9)In these equations, R(1)` and R(2)`0 denote the radial

dipole and quadrupole integrals that are lassially de-�ned as R(1)` = �MTZ0 r3dr� (r)'` (r) ;R(2)`0 = �MTZ0 r4dr� (r)'`0 (r) ;where the ore state and photoeletron radial wavefuntions are � (r) and '`;`0 , respetively; � (r) istypially loalized in a mu�n-tin sphere of the radius�MT . The expressions for the numerial fators a(2;+1),a(2;�1), a(1;�1), b(3;�1) are given in Table 2.2.4.2. Cartesian basisFor linear dihroism experiments, it is more appro-priate to express Eq. (9) in terms of Hermitian Carte-sian e�etive operators. This an easily be done usingthe relations (see, e.g., Refs. [22, 38℄)W(2;�1)�2 = 12 hW (2;�1)XX �W (2;�1)Y Y i�� 12 hW (2;�1)XY +W (2;�1)Y X i ;�(2;�1)�2 = p32 h�(3;�1)XXZ � �(3;�1)Y Y Z i�� p32 h�(3;�1)XY Z + �(3;�1)Y XZ i ;where fX;Y; Zg are Cartesian oordinates in the ref-erene frame used to de�ne the polarization tensors inSubse. 2.3.2. Hene, the two e�etive operators de-�ned in Eq. (9) an now be rewritten asi he2i DW(2;�1)+2 E� e�2i DW(2;�1)�2 Ei == sin 2 hDW (2;�1)Y Y E� DW (2;�1)XX Ei�� os 2 hDW (2;�1)XY E+ DW (2;�1)Y X Ei ; (10)he2i D�(3;�1)+2 E+ e�2i D�(3;�1)�2 Ei == sin 2 hD�(3;�1)XY Z E+ D�(2;�1)Y XZ Ei�� os 2 hD�(3;�1)Y Y Z E� D�(3;�1)XXZ Ei : (11)BeauseS1=S0 = os 2� os 2 ; S2=S0 = os 2� sin 2 ;451 14*



J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003Table 2. Numerial fatorsa(1;�1)(l; l; l0) = (l + l + 1)(l + l � 2l0)(l + 2l0 � l+ 1)(l + l)(l + l + 2)(l + l0 + 1)2a(2;+1)(l; l; l0) = 2(2l+ 1)(2l0 + 1)[6 + 3l(l + 1)� 2l(l+ 1)� l0(l0 + 1)℄(l + l0 + 1)(l � 3l0 + 2l)(l + 3l0 � 2l+ 1)(l + l)2(l + l + 2)2a(2;�1)(l; l; l0) = (l0 � l)(2l+ 1)(2l0 + 1)[6 + 3l(l + 1)� 2l(l+ 1)� l0(l0 + 1)℄2(l � 3l0 + 2l)(l + 3l0 � 2l+ 1)(l + l)2(l + l+ 2)2b(3;�1)(l; l; l0) = 2(2l+ 1)(2l0 + 1)(l + l0 + 1)(l � 3l0 + 2l)(l + 3l0 � 2l + 1)(l + l)2(l + l + 2)2it beomes obvious that within the de�ned refer-ene frame, hW (2;�1)Y Y �W (2;�1)XX i is the e�etive opera-tor responsible for the Jones dihroism XMLD (S2),and hW (2;�1)XY +W (2;�1)Y X i is the e�etive operator ofXMLD (S1). It an be seen that the septor termsh�(3;�1)XY Z + �(3;�1)Y XZ i and h�(3;�1)Y Y Z � �(3;�1)XXZ i also on-tribute to XMLD (S2) and XMLD (S1), respetively.Typially, the ontributions of hW (2;�1)Y Y �W (2;�1)XX iand h�(3;�1)Y Y Z � �(3;�1)XXZ i are in quadrature with respetto the angular dependene 2 .Idential onlusions an be reahed by diretly de-omposing the rank-3 gyration tensor ��� into rota-tional invariants following proedures reviewed in [22℄.Suh a deomposition yields one salar ��(0)�, threevetors ��(1) �, two deviators ��(2)���, and one septor��(3)���. Beause the E1E2 interferene terms haveno salar part, it follows that ��(0)� = 0. Regardingthe vetor omponents, it follows from Se. 2.2 thatonly the vetor part ollinear with k is involved, i.e.,�(1)0 = Æ��� 0�� . Therefore, �(1) must be identi�edwith the expetation value of the anapole omponentD
(1;�1) E = D
(1;�1)0 E.Two pseudodeviators an be generated by a sym-metri ontration of � 0�� [22℄:h� 0(2)�� i1 = �12 ���ij� 0ji� + ��ij� 0ji�� ;h� 0(2)�� i2 = �12 ��ji�� 0�ij + �ji�� 0�ij� :Given the symmetry properties of the gyration tensor,we an hek that h� 0(2)�� i1 = 0, and thereforeh� 0(2)�� i2 / DW (2;�1)�� E :

In Se. 3, we address the inverse problem: assumingthat we know some physial realization of a rank-2 ir-reduible tensor DW (2;�1)�� E, we an generate its em-bedded form in the rank-3 tensor spae [22℄,� 0(2)�� / 2���Æ DW (2;�1)Æ E+ �Æ� DW (2;�1)�Æ E ;� 00(2)�� / 2���Æ DN (2;+1)Æ E+ �Æ� DN (2;+1)�Æ E :Keeping in mind that � 0(2)�� must be symmetri and� 00(2)�� must be antisymmetri under the transpositionof the �; � subsripts, we �nally obtain after propersymmetrization thatfor XMLD (S1),h� 0(2)�� � � 0(2)��i / hDW (2;�1)�� E+ DW (2;�1)�� Ei ;for XMLD (S2),h� 0(2)�� + � 0(2)��i / hDW (2;�1)�� E� DW (2;�1)�� Ei ;for XNCD (S3),h� 00(2)�� � � 00(2)�� i / DN (2;+1) E :On the other hand, the septor �(3;�1)�� must be thenatural irreduible representation of the rank-3 tensor� 0�� . It is expeted to ontribute to both XMLD (S1)and XMLD (S2) beauseh� 0(3)�� � � 0(3)��i / h�(3;�1)�� � �(3;�1)�� i ;h� 0(3)�� + � 0(3)��i / h�(3;�1)�� + �(3;�1)�� i :The two approahes are indeed equivalent.452



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :3. PHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS3.1. Orbital magnetoeletri operators3.1.1. Spin and orbital anapolesAs was �rst pointed out by Zel'dovih [1℄, a toroidalsolenoid generates not only an annular magneti �eldHa (r), but also the so-alled toroidal urrent ja (r)along the torus axis z [1�3; 39℄. The anapole momentA is de�ned as the root-mean-square (rms) radius ofja (r). As emphasized long ago in [5℄, one should notonfuse the anapole moment with the toroidal dipolemoment Mtd in the theory of lassial eletrodynam-is [7℄. Khriplovih [2℄ and others [40℄ have neverthelessproved that in a stationary state, where ja (r) is ti-me-independent, the two moments beome equivalentup to the fator 4�, i.e.,A = 4�Mtd:We use this equivalene in Se. 4 beause the urrentliterature on magnetoeletri solids mostly refers totoroidal dipole moment.In solid state physis, annular magneti �elds anbe assoiated with either spin or orbital urrents. Themagnetoeletri harater of a spin anapole [42℄ isshematially illustrated in Fig. 1. In the presene of amagneti �eld H, the energy of eah spin arrier (ele-tron) depends on its loation on the annular orbit towhih the eletrons are onstrained: their distributionis no longer uniform; onsequently, an eletri polar-ization P is generated in the diretion that is mutu-ally orthogonal to H or ja (r). The ase of an orbitalanapole was also envisaged by Ginzburg, Gorbatsevih,Kopaev and their ollaborators [8℄ many years ago, butin a di�erent theoretial perspetive.
z

H
P

Ha = Si

ja

yx e2

e1

Fig. 1. Magnetoeletri harater of a spin anapole: inan external magneti �eld H, the eletron distributionis no longer uniform and indues an eletri polarizationorthogonal to H

Following [2℄ or [43℄, we an deompose the totalanapole moment into its spin and orbital omponents,DA(1;�1)spin E = 2��BXi hSi � rii ; (12)DA(1;�1)orb E = �i2��B3 Xi 
�L2i ; ri�� == 2��B3 D
(1;�1)E ; (13)where it an be heked that the operator �i �L2; r�is both Hermitian and �-odd [43℄. We immediatelyobtain that Morbtd = �B h
i6 :At this stage, we must reall Lloyd's theorem, whihstates that for (diamagneti) systems that have an evennumber of eletrons and integral spin, the expetationvalue of Hermitian �-odd operators vanishes [43℄.3.1.2. Operators onserved by I�We now onsider the perturbation of a system thatis in a remanent magnetoeletri state, when one ele-tron is annihilated in a ore state and one eletronfn;L;Sg is reated in a virtual ground state. By anal-ogy with [44℄, we expand the energy U(n;L; S) intoa MaLaurin series [27℄. Using a Cartesian basis, weobtainU(n;L; S) = U(0; 0; 0) ++Xm � 1m! [n��n�+L��L�+S��S� ℄mU(0; 0; 0)� : (14)We need to retain only the magnetoeletri interfer-ene terms that are invariant in the produt I� andontribute to the nonreiproal XOA. In the ase ofa K-shell ionization, the spin does not play any roleand an be negleted. Starting with m = 2, we ob-tain a rank-2 Cartesian tensor [a�� ℄orb that is theground state expetation value of the orbital part of theone-eletron magnetoeletri tensor assoiated with thedyad [L
 n℄. Indeed, we an deompose [a�� ℄orb intoits irreduible representations, whih inlude a pseu-dosalar (i.e., the trae), the dual vetor of the an-tisymmetri part, and the traeless pseudodeviator ofthe totally symmetri part. It is then straightforwardto show that the integrated XM�D signal, via the ex-petation value of the orbital anapole moment, is pro-portional to the dual vetor of [a�� ℄orb,�XM�D (S0) / D
(1;�1) E / 12��� [a�� ℄orb :453



J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003We note that this is a diret transposition of the re-sult established long time ago by Asher [39℄ and byGorbatsevih et al. [41, 42℄, who pointed out that fora toroidal magnetoeletri solid, the total anapole mo-ment hAtotali is proportional to the dual vetor of therank-2 magnetoeletri tensor [a�� ℄, i.e.,hAi / 12��� [a�� ℄ :We also show that at the m = 2 order, �XMLD(S1)and �XMLD(S2) an similarly be related to the irre-duible zero-trae symmetri pseudodeviator [a�� ℄(2)orbbeause we have seen thathDW (2;�1)�� E+ DW (2;�1)�� Ei / [a�� + a��℄orb;hDW (2;�1)�� E� DW (2;�1)�� Ei / [a�� � a�� ℄orb:This implies that XMLD (S1) and the Jones dihro-ism XMLD (S2) are also �rst-order magnetoeletri ef-fets, but of the orbital nature. Typially, XMLD (S2)an be deteted in magnetoeletri solids haraterizedby a magnetoeletri tensor that has nonzero diagonalterms. More preisely, this dihroism should be ob-served whenever the diagonal terms are not equal inthe plane (0; 0; k). The dihroism XMLD (S1) is ex-peted to be detetable only when the magnetoeletritensor has symmetri o�-diagonal terms, a situationwhih is less frequent.At the K-edge, there is no hope to aess the spinpart of the one-eletron magnetoeletri tensor [S 
 n℄,whih an also be deomposed into the spin anapoleA(1;�1)spin and the pseudodeviatorA(2;�1)spin . A priori, noth-ing an be said about the relative sign and magnitude ofthe spin and orbital parts of the total magnetoeletritensor. At most, it may be guessed that for transitionmetal oxides, the spin part [a�� ℄spin should be muhlarger than the orbital part [a�� ℄orb. To date, mag-netoeletri suseptibility measurements were largelydominated by the spin ontribution, and to the best ofour knowledge, there is not a single example where theorbital part has been extrated. What makesX-ray ab-sorption spetrosopy attrative is indeed its apabilityto probe the orbital ontributions to the magnetoele-tri tensor seletively.At the m = 4 order, additional magnetoeletri in-terferene terms an be identi�ed that are odd withrespet to parity I and time-reversal � but remain in-variant under the produt I�. Suh terms an only beobtained from the two rank-4 Cartesian tensors[b�Æ�℄orb = [L
 L
 L
 n℄ ;

[�Æ�℄orb = [L
 n
 n
 n℄ :We reall that the rank-4 tensor [L
 n
 L
 n℄, whihontributes to the so-alled biquadrati suseptibil-ity [45℄, is obviously parity-even and annot thereforeontribute to XOA. As far as XOA is onerned, wemust only retain irreduible tensors of rank � 3 thatare linear with respet to n. We are then left with (atmost) three independent Cartesian septors obtained bydeomposing [b�Æ�℄orb into irreduible representations.The latter are related to the six dual rank-3 tensorsgenerated by antisymmetri ontration [22℄, i.e.,� t�� / ��Æ� [b�Æ�℄orb ;with � varying from 1 to 6. Three independent tensorsare easily identi�ed,1��� = [L
 L

℄�� = hQ(2;+1)LL 

(1;�1)i�� ;2��� = [�LL 
 L
 n℄�� = h�(1;+1)LL 
W (2;�1)i�� ;3��� = [L
�LL 
 n℄�� ;where h�(1;+1)LL i = [L� L℄ = iLan be viewed as an example of an antitoroidal vetoroperator that is not Hermitian. As a onsequene, onlythe expetation value of the �rst septor operator is realand an ontribute to XOA. At this stage, it beomesmore onvenient to return to the representation in thespherial basis. We �rst observe that for the septorD�(3;�1)0 E = DQ(2;+1)LL ;
(1;�1)Eto exist, it is su�ient but not neessary that h
iand hQLLi 6= 0 individually. We note that the tensorQ(2;+1)LL , whih is �- and I-even, has the same symme-try and angular dependene as the harge quadrupoleoperator, although the matrix elements are di�erent.Interestingly, Q(2;+1)LL was reently shown [46, 47℄ tobe also the e�etive operator responsible for the reip-roal X-ray magneti linear dihroism (XMLD) of amagneto-optial origin [48℄.At this stage, it an be antiipated that in ana-lyzing XM�D spetra, we ould experiene serious dif-�ulties in disentangling the ontributions of �(3;�1)0and 
(1;�1)0 , espeially if these two operators appear-ing in Eq. (8) are both allowed by symmetry. In prin-iple, the higher-order septor term an be expeted tobe smaller. As disussed in Se. 3.3.2 below, ompari-son of the XM�D spetra reorded with a single rys-tal or a powder an be very helpful in verifying the454



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :Table 3. X-ray optially ative magnetoeletri group Gmag[�
; �W ; ��℄Anapole 
(1) 6= 0 
(1) = 0Deviator W(2) = 0 W(2) 6= 0 W(2) 6= 0Septor �(3) 6= 0 �(3) = 0 �(3) 6= 0
AFM AFE �30m[1; 0; 2℄4=m0mm[1; 0; 1℄�4020m[1; 0; 1℄6=m0mm[1; 0; 1℄�6020m[1; 0; 1℄ �10[3; 5; 7℄; mmm0[1; 1; 2℄2=m0[1; 3; 3℄; 20=m[2; 2; 4℄�30[1; 1; 3℄�40[1; 1; 1℄; 4=m0[1; 1; 1℄�60[1; 1; 1℄; 6=m0[1; 1; 1℄

4=m0m0m0[0; 1; 0℄422[0; 1; 0℄�402m0[0; 1; 0℄�40m02[0; 1; 0℄622[0; 1; 0℄�602m0[0; 1; 0℄�40m02[0; 1; 0℄
222[0; 2; 1℄m0m0m0[0; 2; 1℄40=m0[0; 2; 2℄40=m0mm0[0; 1; 1℄40mm0[0; 1; 1℄�42m[0; 1; 1℄�420m0[0; 1; 1℄32[0; 1; 1℄�30m0[0; 1; 1℄AFM FE 3m[1; 0; 2℄4mm[1; 0; 1℄; 6mm[1; 0; 1℄ mm2[1; 1; 2℄(2mm)�[1; 1; 2℄(m2m)�[1; 1; 2℄ 40[0; 2; 2℄FM AFE 320[1; 0; 2℄42020[1; 0; 1℄; 62020[1; 0; 1℄ �4[0; 2; 2℄FM FE 3[1; 1; 3℄4[1; 1; 1℄; 6[1; 1; 1℄ 4m0m0[0; 1; 0℄6m0m0[0; 1; 0℄ m0m02[0; 2; 1℄3m0[0; 1; 1℄Weak FM AFE 22020[1; 1; 2℄(20220)�[1; 1; 2℄; (20202)�[1; 1; 2℄Weak FM FE 1[3; 5; 7℄; 2[1; 3; 3℄; 20[2; 2; 4℄m[2; 2; 4℄; m0[1; 3; 3℄m0m20[1; 1; 2℄; mm020[1; 1; 2℄� Non-standard groups.validity of this assumption. We assume that we anperform XMLD (S2) experiments with a single rys-tall; Eqs. (9)�(11) show that the e�etive operatorshW (2;�1)Y Y �W (2;�1)XX i and h�(2;�1)Y Y Z � �(2;�1)XXZ i have thesame angular dependene (2 ) when the rystal is ro-tated around the diretion of the inident X-ray beam,but we already pointed out that the two ontributionsare in quadrature. This implies that the higher-orderseptor must indue only a small phase shift with respetto the dominant XMLD (S2) signal. The same onlu-sion must obviously be true for nonreiproal XMLD(S1) experiments. Again, the omparison of nonreip-roal XMLD spetra reorded with a single rystal ora powdered sample ould be most helpful in evaluatingthe importane of the septor term. This option is alsoonsidered in Se. 3.3.2.In Table 3, we have summarized the e�etive XOAoperators that are irreduible representations of a givenmagnetoeletri point group. Table 3 is a spin-o� of the

work of Tenenbaum [34℄ who listed the number of in-dependent omponents of the spherial tensors up torank 4 for 90 magneti point groups. We reall, how-ever, that this appliation was justi�ed in Se. 2.3.2.For eah magnetoeletri lass, we indiated the num-ber of independent, nonzero omponents of the anapole(�
 � 3), of the pseudodeviator W(2;�1)(�W � 5),and of the pseudoseptor �(3;�1)(�� � 7). We haveidenti�ed 34 �toroidal point groups� (but only 31lasses) [6, 39℄ that admit the anapole as an irreduiblerepresentation and we found that all of them also ad-mit �(3) as an irreduible representation. We have alsofound 22 �nontoroidal groups� that admit the pseudo-deviator W(2;�1) as an irreduible representation andmay exhibit nonreiproal XMLD; interestingly, 13 ofthem still admit the pseudoseptor �(3;�1) as an irre-duible representation. Not listed in Table 3 are themagneti lasses that are not magnetoeletri but stilladmit �(3) as irreduible representations,455



J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003Table 4. Operators for indued magnetoeletri sus-eptibilitiesI = �1, � = +1 (HHE) I = +1, � = �1 (EEH)E1E2 ompatible E2E2 + E1E3 ompatiblePiezo-eletri Piezo-magneti[L �
℄(0) [n �
℄(0)[L�
�
� L℄(1) [n�
�
� n℄(1)[L;
℄(2) [n;
℄(2)[L;W(2)℄(3) [n;W(2)℄(3)60; 6; 60=m; 60220; 60mm0; 6m2; 60=mmm0;23;m03;m03m; 4032; 43m:For nonreiproal XOA to be detetable, the orbitalmagnetoeletri group must imperatively belong to thegroups listed in Table 3. This is not su�ient, unfortu-nately, beause Table 3 does not tell us whether the spe-i� representations W(2;�1)(�2) and �(3;�1)(0;�2) are allowed.This is where Eq. (6) has to be used. In the spei� aseof the Jones dihroism, one an alternatively exploitthe fat that the Cartesian tensors W (2;�1)�� must havethe same form as the magnetoeletri tensors in [49℄or [50℄: using Eq. (10), it is then a trivial exerise toidentify whih magnetoeletri groups give a nonreip-roal dihroism XMLD (S2).3.1.3. Operators not onserved by I�The so-alled higher-order magnetoeletri e�ets,or the indued magnetoeletri e�ets in paramag-neti systems [51℄, are ommonly assoiated withrank-3 suseptibility tensors referring to H�H�E orE�E�H [52℄. The orresponding tensors are there-fore odd with respet to I� and an be identi�ed withross terms in the MaLaurin expansion of the energyU at the intermediate order (m = 3). As pointed outin [52℄, these additional terms must be taken into on-sideration for magneti groups that are ompatible witheither piezomagnetism or piezoeletriity. Neither thegroup 30m0 of Cr2O3 nor the groups 2=m0 and 20=mto be onsidered in Se. 4 for (V1�xCrx)2O3 belong tothese lasses, but we nevertheless feel useful to look atthe relevant e�etive operators listed in Table 4.Beause we are primarily interested in the �E1E2 X-ray absorption ross setion, we �rst onsider the aseof the odd parityHHE suseptibilities. The Hermitianoperators listed in the �rst olumn of Table 4 an be

seen as desribing magneti �eld-indued magnetoele-tri properties. It immediately appears, however, thatthe �rst 3 operators in the �rst olumn are the e�e-tive operators for natural optial ativity as disussedin more detail in Se. 3.2. Of partiular importane isthe salar term, whih is a parity-violating energy oforbital origin but is fully onsistent with the formula-tion in [1℄. For example, in a population of resolvedhiral speies in a disordered �uid phase, eah enan-tiomer must bear an orbital anapole moment with awell-de�ned sign in the moleular oordinate system,but beause the orientation of moleules is random ina disordered �uid phase, there is obviously no magne-tohiral dihroism that an be deteted. In the pres-ene of a strong external �eld H, the magnetoeletrienergy of the system beomes[L �
℄H = [L0 �
0℄ + [�orbH �
0℄ + [L0 ��
H℄ + : : :where L = L0 + �orbH:Negleting the �eld-indued anapole moment �
H inthe �rst approximation, we expet the system to mi-nimize its magnetoeletri energy with an anisotropiangular distribution of the anapole preferably orientedalong the diretion of the external magneti �eld H.As a onsequene, one may antiipate that a (weak)paramagnetohiral dihroism (XM�D) might be found.Baranova and Zel'dovih [53℄ and others [54, 55℄ pre-dited long time ago that suh a dihroism shouldbe detetable at optial wavelengths, where the on-tribution of the E1M1 interferene terms is domi-nant; but the theory of optial magnetohiral dihroism(OM�D) is more ompliated beause the Zeeman ef-fet and the ontribution of the spin anapole must alsobe taken into aount. The �rst OM�D spetra werereported rather reently in solutions of paramagnetihiral ompounds [56; 57℄ and even in diamagneti sys-tems [58, 59℄. Nevertheless, no XM�D ould unfortu-nately be deteted as yet on hiral paramagneti so-lutions. On the other hand, the problem of detetingXM�D spetra using powdered samples of magnetihiral omplexes is di�erent beause the orientationsof the ristallites are frozen and another way to de�nethe quantization axis must be found. In this ase, itis desirable to ombine the eletri and magneti �eldsin a geometry depending on the magneti group of thesample. Further work is in progress at the ESRF inorder to explore this possibility, whih is reminisentof the indued magnetoeletri e�et deteted in theparamagneti phase of NiSO4�4H2O [60℄.For ompleteness, we have also listed the e�etive456



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :operators related to the parity-even EEH suseptibili-ties in olumn 2 of Table 4. These operators an be seenas desribing the magnetoeletri properties indued bythe eletri �eld. The �rst term is a free energy violat-ing the time-reversal symmetry. It should be kept inmind that the orresponding systems having even par-ity are stritly speaking not relevant to optial ativityany more. In the X-ray range, they ould neverthe-less ontribute to the �E2E2 or �E1E3 absorption rosssetions, whih are unfortunately signi�antly smallerthan �E1E2.3.2. Natural X-ray optial ativityAording to [27℄, the e�etive operatorN(2;+1) = [L;
℄(2)assoiated with natural XOA is the �-even diret prod-ut of two �-odd operators that are both related toorbital magnetism. This suggests viewing the nat-ural XOA either as a �degenerate� ase of orbitalmagnetism or as a partiular ase of the �induedorbital magnetoeletri e�et�. We also note that
N(2;+1)� may well be nonzero even when either hLior 

(1;�1)� is zero. This an easily be illustratedwith the ase of diamagneti hiral ompounds: Lloyd'stheorem implies that 

(1;�1)� must vanish, whereasD[L;
℄(2;+1)E, whih is Hermitian but �-even, an per-fetly remain �nite.There is another ase that deserves a speial atten-tion: if the expetation value of the orbital anapolemoment is nonzero along the diretion of the wave ve-tor k, then the system must exhibit a magnetohiraldihroism (XM�D) in addition to the natural iru-lar dihroism (XNCD). Moreover, one would expetthe external magneti �eld not only to reate a mag-netization vetor M, but also to stabilize one isomerwith respet to its enantiomer as a onsequene of theparity-violating free energy [
 �M℄; this e�et has beenproved experimentally using OM�D [57℄. This experi-ment may shed new light on a long-lasting debate re-garding the existene of hirality in prebioti hem-istry [61�63℄, beause it suggests that the ation ofa strong magneti �eld an su�e to resolve optialenantiomers. This would revivify the old view of Pas-teur [64℄ that an intrinsi dissymmetri fore is inherentto the physial world. We reall that Pasteur, with hisremarkable intuition, tried hard for many years to showthat hirality and magnetism are onneted [64℄, but heould not prove this within the knowledge of his time.

As already illustrated with the �rst olumn of Ta-ble 4, the dyad [L;
℄ an be deomposed into threeirreduible representations: the pseudosalarN(0) = [L;
℄0 ;the dual polar vetorN(1) = [L�
�
� L℄(1) ;and the pseudodeviator N(2), whih was shown to playa key role in XOA. A priori, the salar part N(0) ouldonly be assoiated with the E1M1 interferene termsthat dominate optial ativity at optial wavelengthsbut an be negleted in the X-ray range as provedin the next subsetion. One may wonder, however,whether any spei� XOA e�et may be related to thevetor term N(1). An interesting indiation an befound in the early works [65℄ and [66℄, where it wassuggested that a new type of optial ativity an bemeasured in the re�etivity mode for several rystallasses. More reently [67℄, it was pointed out thatthese mysterious lasses are preisely assoiated withthe irreduible vetor part of the optial ativity ten-sor. In Table 5, following [67℄, we have listed the rystallasses that an ontribute to a salar, vetor or ten-sor type XOA aording to symmetry. But we mustidentify where the theory developed in Subse. 2.2 isto be modi�ed in order to beome ompatible with theeventual detetion of the vetor part of natural opti-al ativity in the X-ray regime. The solution to thispuzzling problem was more or less given in [68℄, whereit was pointed out that in all rystal lasses exhibitingthe vetor optial ativity, the eletromagneti wavepropagating inside the rystal is not transversally po-larized but has a so-alled skew polarization with anaxial omponent. It has to be realized, however, thatthe absorption ross setion �E1E2 of suh a very weakaxial omponent is a seond-order dihroism, whose de-tetion would be a onsiderable hallenge for experi-mentalists. Reently, we nevertheless sueeded in de-teting the vetor type of natural optial ativity of adiamagneti zin oxide (ZnO) single rystal, in a geom-etry optimized for X-ray resonant sattering [69℄.Indued natural optial ativity an also be pre-dited to our as a onsequene of the m = 4 terms inEq. (14). The two rank-3 operators�(3;�1) = �[L;L℄2;
�(3;�1) ;�(3;+1) = �[n;L℄2;
�(3;+1)an indue natural optial ativity. We have alreadyemphasized that �(3;�1) is odd with respet to I and �,457



J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003Table 5. Rotational invariants of natural optial ativityNatural OA Irreduible parts of L

Crystal lasses Pseudosalar Polar vetor Pseudodeviator1; 2; 3; 4; 6 1 1 1622; 32; 422; 222 1 0 1m; mm2 0 1 1�4; �42m 0 0 16mm; 3m; 4mm 0 1 0432; 23 1 0 0whereas �(3;+1) is even with respet to both I and �.Typially, �(3;+1) originates in the m = 4 biquadratimagnetoeletri suseptibility and appears as the oper-ator responsible for eletrogyration in entrosymmet-ri solids, under high magneti �elds, �(3;�1) an in-due XNCD signals in nonentrosymmetri magnetisystems, possibly in powdered samples. It seems thatthe latter operator ould be responsible for the so-alledquadrati Faraday e�et of optially ative systems.We reall that there are magneti groups that are notmagnetoeletri but nevertheless admit �(3;�1) as irre-duible representations. Nevertheless, the m = 4 termsin Eq. (14) are expeted to be rather small; as yet, wefailed to prove that eletrogyration an be measured inthe X-ray spetral range.3.3. Rotational isotropy3.3.1. XNCD spetraIt was obvious from the beginning that the X-raynatural irular dihroism (XNCD) an hardly be de-tetable in powders or solutions beause the rank-3 ten-sor E1E2 has no salar part. This is not surprising be-ause the spherial harmonis assoiated with the ele-tri dipole (` = 1) and eletri quadrupole (` = 2) areorthogonal in a sample that is orientationally isotropi.For the sake of illustration, we have reprodued inFig. 2a the obalt K-edge X-ray absorption near edge(XANES) and XNCD spetra of two resolved enan-tiomers of the hiral �propeller-like� omplex1� = 2[Co(en)3Cl3℄ � NaCl � 6H2O:In these ompounds, the ligand �eld has the D3 pointgroup symmetry. As already reported elsewhere [18℄,
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Fig. 2. Co K-edge XNCD spetra of the resolved enan-tiomers of the hiral omplex 1� = 2[Co�(en)3Cl3℄�NaCl� 6H2O. a � XNCD spetra reorded with sin-gle rystals of the (+) and (�) enantiomers. Apolarization-averaged XANES spetrum was added foromparison. b� XNCD spetra of the (�) enantiomeras a single rystal or as a powdered pellet. Note thevery weak, inverted signal obtained with the powderedpellet458



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :the XNCD spetra of the two enantiomers have oppo-site signs. In Fig. 2b, we ompare the XNCD spetrareorded with either a single rystal or a pellet of apowdered sample of the same enantiomer. With thepowdered sample, the strong XNCD signature assignedto the E1E2 interferene terms totally vanishes. How-ever, a very weak signal that has the opposite sign isleft in the preedge range (the normalized amplitude isapproximately 2:5 � 10�4). It is impossible to trans-form the XNCD spetrum of a given enantiomer intothe spetrum of its mirror image by a simple rotation.This implies that the very weak signal observed in thepowdered sample annot be explained by any residualorientational order in the powder. It is therefore ourinterpretation that this weak signal should be of a dif-ferent nature and an be assoiated with small E1M1pseudosalar interferene terms.Regarding the photoexitation of deep ore states,a monoeletroniM1M1 transition is forbidden for twoindependent reasons: (i) the angular momentum oper-ator L has zero eigenvalue for a spherially symmetri1s ore state (e.g., in the ase of a K-edge photoioniza-tion); (ii) in a entral-�eld atomi model, one-eletronradial wave funtions with the same ` and di�erent en-ergies are orthogonal, and the magneti dipole transi-tion matrix element therefore vanishes. In a many-bodypiture, the seond argument no longer applies beausedi�erent potentials must be used to desribe initial and�nal one-eletron states [13℄, but argument (i) is stilla problem. It is our interpretation that E1M1 transi-tions an nevertheless be allowed in the ase of a multi-eletron exitation proess. This interpretation is sup-ported by the derivation [37℄ of a two-partile E1M1sum rule via the same proedure as that desribed inSe. 2.3. The alulated e�etive operator was identi-�ed as a two-partile orbital pseudosalarN(0) = L �
.Typially, one X-ray photon would ause the simulta-neous photoexitation of two eletrons, one in the deepK-shell and the other in the valene band. That thee�etive operator vanishes (N(0) � 0) for a single par-tile follows from the de�nitionN(0) = L � [(L� n)� (n� L)℄ =2:The experimental and theoretial results thus suggestthat (di�ult) XNCD experiments on powdered sam-ples ould possibly give aess to the e�etive operatorsof parity-mixing many-body proesses, of whih verylittle is presently known.When no single rystal is available, there is stilla possibility to reover a well detetable XNCDE1E2signal: the idea is to break the orientational isotropyof spae arti�ially, e.g., by investigating liquid rys-

tal phases aligned in a high magneti �eld or hiralferromagnets below their Curie temperature [70℄. Asan example, we report the XNCD spetra of anotherstereogeni organometalli omplex,2� = [(L1)(L2)FeII(L3)(L4)℄;dissolved in an aligned liquid rystal. In this tetra-oordinated iron omplex, the absorbing atom (Fe)is learly in a hiral ligand �eld beause all thefour ligands are di�erent (the point group C1): L1is the ylopentadienyl ligand (�5 � C5H5), L2 is aiodine atom (�I), L3 is a arbonyl group (�CO),and L4 a hiral tertiary phosphine (�PPh2R) withR = (�NMe-C�HMePh). The stereoseletive synthe-sis of the orresponding diastereo-isomers was �rst de-sribed in [71℄ and was reprodued for us at the Uni-versity of Dijon (Frane). Beause no large-size sin-gle rystals ould be grown, the enantiomers were dis-solved in a liquid rystal that was known to exhibita strong diamagneti anisotropy (Merk: MLC-6204 ;T = 66ÆC) and eah hiral sample was aligned in a 5 Tmagneti �eld direted along the wave vetor k of theinidentX-ray beam. We reall that the exploitation ofmesophase-oriented solutes has beome a very populartehnique in NMR and ESR sine the pioneering workof Saupe in 1963 [72, 73℄. In Fig. 3, we have reproduedthe Fe K-edge XANES and XNCD spetra of the twoenantiomeri solutions. The two XNCD spetra havelearly opposite signs, as expeted. The prie that wehad to pay was learly a dramati loss of sensitivity,not only beause the solubility of the hiral omplexeswas very poor, but also beause the (unknown) orderparameter of the solute itself inside the liquid rystalphase was probably rather low. We note that ab initiosimulations of the experimental XNCD spetra turnedout to be impossible unfortunately due to the lak ofinformation regarding the preferential orientational or-der of the solute in the oriented liquid rystal.3.3.2. Nonreiproal XM�D and XMLDspetraMagnetohiral dihroism (XM�D) spetra of Cr2O3were suessively reorded using either a single rystalor a powdered sample [14℄. As illustrated by Fig. 4,the most signi�ant di�erene between the two spe-tra is a redution of the signal, approximately 6 : 1in the experiment arried out with the powdered sam-ple. It also appears that the normalized intensity of themagnetohiral dihroism spetrum measured with thesingle rystal exeeds the intensity of the XNCD spe-tra reprodued in Fig. 2; this might well be onsistent459
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Fig. 3. Fe K-edge XNCD spetra of thetwo resolved enantiomers of the hiral om-plex 2� = (�5 � C5H5)Fe�(�I)(�CO)[�PPh2(�NMe � C�HMePh)℄ dissolved in a li-quid rystal phase (Merk ZLI 4814). All spetra werereorded in the �uoresene detetion mode using ahigh magneti �eld (5 T) to align the liquid rystaland the solute. a � Polarization averaged XANESspetra of eah (�) enantiomer. b � XNCD spetraof the two (�) enantiomerswith our remark that the magnetoeletri suseptibili-ties [a�� ℄orb appear in the lowest order term m = 2 ofthe series expansion of the energy U (L;n), whereas thee�etive operators for XNCD ontribute to the m = 3suseptibilities.The primary aim of this setion is to show that theproved apability to reord XM�D spetra using pow-dered samples is fully onsistent with the proposed sumrule analysis and also onsistent with our interpreta-tion that the leading term in Eq. (3) should be theontribution of the projetion of the orbital anapolemoment 
(1)0 along the diretion of the wave vetor k.Sine the pioneering works of Astrov [74, 75℄, it is welldoumented that the key step in measurement of themagnetoeletri suseptibility is the reation of a re-manent state haraterized by a strong polarization of
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Fig. 4. Cr K-edge XM�D spetra of Cr2O3 reordedwith either a single rystal (kk) or a powdered sample.The di�erential absorption spetra refer to the 180Æ do-mains grown under the ondition of time-reversality af-ter magnetoeletri annealing. The upper trae repro-dues a high energy resolution (deonvoluted) XANESspetrumthe magnetoeletri domains. This is rather well un-derstood for Cr2O3, whih has only two magnetoele-tri domains (�) that an be exhanged by reversingthe time and are illustrated with Fig. 5. If n(+) andn(�) denote the number densities of the two types ofdomains, we are diretly onerned in our experimentwith the magnetoeletri polarization ratio�ME = n(+) � n(�)n(+) + n(�) :We found it most onvenient to adapt the model pro-posed in [76℄ to desribe the nuleation of magnetoele-tri domains by annealing.We start from a rystal that is desribed by the ten-sors hT(b;�)� iX in the rystalline axes. In a powder, therystalline axes of a given rystallite i are rotated withrespet to the referene frame of the experiment, withthe rotation desribed by the Euler angles �i; �i, and i. We assume that the eletri and magneti �elds460
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Fig. 5. Shemati representation of the two 180Æ antiferromagneti domains grown by magnetoeletri annealing withantiparallel (left panel) and parallel (right panel) eletri (E) and magneti (H) �eldsare parallel to the z axis of the referene frame of theexperiment and that the magnetoeletri tensor of therystal is diagonal (with �xx = �yy) in the refereneframe of the rystal. The magnetorystalline energy ofthe rystallite is therefore proportional to (see [77℄)UME(�i) = �E �� �H = �EH(�zz os2 �i+�xx sin2 �i)for a domain of the magnetoeletri type and to�UME(�i) for domains of other types. At the tem-perature TN , the polarization ratio is given byn(+) � n(�)n(+) + n(�) = �ME (�i) = th�UME (�i)kTN � : (15)
The XOA experiments refer to tensors hT(b;�)� iXthat not only are parity-odd but also hange sign fordomains of di�erent types. For a rystallite i, the ten-sors in the referene frame of the experiment beomeX�0 D(b)�0�(�i; �i;  i)hT(b;�)� iX tanh(UME(�i)=kTN):To obtain the tensor omponents hT(b;�)� ip of the pow-der, we alulate the average of the last expression over�i; �i, and  i. The average over �i and  i gives �0 = 0and � = 0. FromD(b)00 (�i; �i;  i) = Pb(os �i)461



J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003(where Pb is a Legendre polynomial), we �nd thathT(b;�)� ip = Æ�;0hT(b;�)0 iXIb;whereIb = 1Z0 Pb (x) th�� ��1 + �2�x2 � �2�	 dx;with �2 = �axxazz � 1; � = �EH�zzkTN :We note that the integral is restrited to the range 0 to1 by symmetry. In this ontext, the marosopi mag-netoeletri suseptibility J2 = (2I2 + I0) =3 measuredwith a powdered sample must be given by [76℄J2 = 1Z0 x2 th �� ��1 + �2�x2 � �2�	 dx:In Table 6, we have regrouped the alulated valuesof the integrals Ib (� 3) for typial values of the pa-rameters � and �2. Beause the e�ieny of the mag-netoeletri annealing proedure arried out with thesingle rystal is not known, the values listed in Table 6are systematially normalized with a onstant salingfator slightly less than unity, th�0 � 0:995 if �0 = 3.Following [76℄, we have assumed in the �rst two exam-ples that at least near the Néel temperature TN , �2 � 0,and we ompared the integrals obtained with �0 = 3and � = 1. In the last simulation, whih seems to bea reasonable approximation of our experimental ondi-tions, we seleted � = 1 and �2 = 0:15. In all ases, I3is quite small (� 0:05); it even reverses its sign whenthe magnetoeletri polarization of a well-oriented rys-tallite is assumed to be as e�etive as in the ase of asingle rystal (�0 = 3). We also note that the exper-imental value J2 � 0:3 reported in [75℄ is very loseto the asymptoti value that should be measured whenthe annealing proess is as e�etive in the powder as inthe single rystal. In pratie, unless very areful an-nealing proedures are used (e.g., heating the powderat 1300ÆC under inert atmosphere), the loal eletri�eld in the powder an be dramatially redued due tothe hygrosopi harater of the powder, while the on-dutivity inreases, as pointed out in [77℄. As a result,we expet a ertainly lower e�ieny of our annealing,as re�eted by th� � 0:76 for � = 1.An important result of this alulation is thatD�(3;�1)0 E should have only a very small ontributionin the powdered sample; beause the two XM�D spe-tra displayed in Fig. 4 exhibit only minor di�erenes,

we are therefore led to the important onlusion thatthe appliation of the sum rule to the XM�D spetrumreorded with the single rystal should yield a reason-able estimate of the orbital anapole moment.A further question is whether nonreiproal XMLDspetra an also be reorded using powdered samples.The answer strongly depends on how the magnetoele-tri annealing proedure is onduted. We an assume,for instane, that the same type of annealing is againperformed with a powdered sample of Cr2O3, but inthe di�erent geometry, E k H ? k. In other terms, wehave set a di�erent diretion of quanti�ation for themagnetoeletri domains in the laboratory oordinatesfX;Y; Zg, whereas the free energy in the ristallite o-ordinates fx; y; zg remains unhanged. Hene,DW (2;�1)XX E� DW (2;�1)Y Y E // 1Z0 �(azz � axx)x2 + axx�orb �� thf� ��1 + �2�x2 � �2�gdx:We thus expet a nonreiproal XMLD (S2) signal tobe measurable in the powdered sample: it should nowbe proportional to J2, under the assumption that(azz � axx)orb 6= 0:It would be interesting to ompare suh a nonreipro-al XMLD spetrum with a test experiment arried outwith a single rystal in a geometry satisfying the on-dition  ? k, with the magnetoeletri annealing stillperformed with E k H k . A omparison of this typewould yield valuable information regarding the impor-tane of the septor term in XMLD experiments.In powdered samples, as suggested in [78℄, anneal-ing ould be arried out in eletri and magneti �eldsarbitrarily oriented with respet to eah other. In theristallite oordinates fx; y; zg, the relevant magneto-eletri free energy must be replaed byUME / �EH [�azz os2 �i + axx sin2 �i� os�0 ++ (azz � axx) sin �i os �i sin�i sin�0℄:Beause the term proportional to sin�i has zero aver-age in the alulation of the modi�ed integral J2, wean antiipate that the prie to be paid is a furtherredution of the annealing e�ieny proportional toos�0, where �0 denotes the angle between the ele-tri and magneti �elds. This result was not reallyunexpeted. It is, however, restrited to magnetoele-tri solids that have a diagonal magnetoeletri ten-sor with ak � �a?. We will onsider the general462



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :Table 6. Rotational average integrals for powdered samplesParameters I0 I1 I2 I3 J2�0 = 3:0, � = 3:0, �2 = 0:0 0.565 0.387 0.150 �0:008 0.289�0 = 3:0, � = 1:0, �2 = 0:0 0.296 0.218 0.109 0.026 0.172�0 = 3:0, � = 1:0, �2 = 0:15 0.202 0.184 0.131 0.051 0.155ase of the magnetoeletri annealing of powdered sam-ples depending on the magnetoeletri symmetry of theristallites elsewhere [79℄.4. APPLICATIONS OF X-RAY OPTICALACTIVITY4.1. Magnetoeletri symmetry4.1.1. Chromium sesquioxide: Cr2O3The detetion of rather intense XM�D spetra inthe magnetoeletri phase of Cr2O3 (eskolaite) is some-what puzzling beause the universally ited magnetigroup of Cr2O3, i.e., 30m0, does not admit the anapoleas an irreduible representation, 
(1)0 = 0. Aordingto Table 3, the septor �(3;�1)� must have only a singlenonzero omponent, but the table itself does not tell uswhether this omponent is for � = 0. This is preiselywhere the method developed in Se. 2.3 an help us.For the magneti group �30m0, we obtain thathT(1;�1)� i = 0;hT(2;+1)� i = 0;hT(2;�1)� i = Æ�;0T(2;�1)0 ;hT(3;�1)3 i = hT(3;�1)�3 i = T(3;�1)3 +T(3;�1)�32 :The other omponents of T(3;�1) are zero, inludingthe one for � = 0. Morever, we note that when thewave vetor is direted along the z axis of the refer-ene frame (whih is also the  axis of the rystal),then T(3;�1)�3 = 0. In other terms, T(3;�1) annot bedeteted in this geometry. In onlusion, there is nooptial ativity of any type ompatible with the group�30m0, in the geometry of the experiment.It must also be kept in mind that whatever the truemagneti group of Cr2O3 may ultimately be, a om-ponent �(3;�1)0 , if any, should give only a very weakontribution to the spetrum reorded in the powderedsample. It was argued in the previous setion that thespetrum reorded with the single rystal should yield

a reasonable estimate of some orbital anapole moment.In all ases, this would imply a redution of the mag-neti symmetry in what we have previously alled apseudoground state. At this stage, we are left withinterpretations of two types, whih we now onsidersuessively.1. The observed redution of the ground state mag-neti symmetry of Cr2O3 is related to experimentalonditions favoring some metamagneti phase.Some ambiguity may possibly stem from the fatthat the XM�D spetra were reorded in the preseneof a rather modest magneti �eld (0.5 T) direted alongthe  axis. We reall that this magneti �eld was re-quired only to grow single antiferromagneti domains,no magneti �eld being a priori needed to reord theXM�D spetra. It has been argued that the axial mag-neti �eld an modify magneti symmetry of the sampleand that metamagneti domains of symmetry 3m0 an(eventually) ontaminate the measurements. This is,however, ontradited by the fat that the sample didnot exhibit any measurable XMCD spetrum at the CrK-edge. Moreover, a quik inspetion of Table 3 im-mediately shows that the group 3m0 again admits onlythe septor but not the anapole as irreduible represen-tations.It has been known for deades that the magnetigroup of Cr2O3 hanges beyond the ritial spin-�optransition [80, 81℄. Reent investigations initiatedin [82�84℄ have on�rmed that when a strong mag-neti �eld (up to 20 T) is applied along the  axis,a toroidal order an be deteted that is assoiated withthe spin-�op magneti group 20=m. Beause the riti-al spin-�op �eld at 100 K is 5.8 T [85℄, it is very un-likely that spin-�op domains ould develop in a �eld of0.5 T. Reent rystal topography experiments arriedout with the powerful method of polarized seond har-moni generation have proved that no spin-�op domainan be deteted below the ritial spin-�op �eld [85℄.There are further experimental data that also on-ur to rule out any ontribution of spin-�op domains.Unpublished X-ray linear dihroism spetra, e.g., XLD(S1) spetra, were reorded in the presene of a higher463
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0:2�0:10:15980 5990 6010 6020 60306000 6040Energy, eVFig. 6. Cr K-edge XLD spetra of Cr2O3 with or with-out magnetoeletri annealing using a 3 T magneti�eld. The rystal and the geometry of the experimentwere the same as for reording XM�D spetra (kk).The upper trae reprodues a XANES spetrum (rawdata) for omparisonmagneti �eld (3 T) following a magnetoeletri an-nealing proedure arried out with a strong ele-tri �eld (1kV/m) in the geometry EkHkkk. Un-der suh experimental onditions, one would expetthe hypothetial spin-�op domains to have a strongerweight, with the pratial onsequene that reip-roal/nonreiproal XLD signals should beome de-tetable. As illustrated in Fig. 6, we found no on-lusive evidene of suh a dihroism. For ompari-son, we have inluded in Fig. 6 a natural XLD spe-trum reorded in the absene of any magneti �eld:the goal was to hek arefully whether the (possibly)imperfet alignment of the  axis with the wave ve-tor k an generate any artefatual dihroism. This islearly not the ase. These negative experiments sup-port our view that it is very unlikely that spin-�opdomains an ontribute to the XM�D experiment per-formed with a muh weaker magneti �eld (0.5T). Itis also noteworthy that all diagonal terms of the mag-

netoeletri tensor are expeted to vanish in the 20=mspin-�op phase [50℄: no e�etive magnetoeletri an-nealing an then our in the geometry of our XM�Dexperiment and the separation of domains of oppositetime-reversality beomes impossible.2. There is a redution of the magneti symmetrydue to some partially unquenhed angular momentumthat has a di�erent quantization axis than the spins.There is nothing sarilegious to envisage that the or-bital part of the magnetoeletri tensor [a�� ℄orb (whihhas never been measured so far) an reveal a symmetryredution with respet to the point group 3m
�, whihadmits 30m0 as a subgroup. We reall that this sub-group orresponds to the highest magneti symmetryompatible with the hemial ell (measured above TN )and with the antiferromagneti spin on�guration. Aspointed out in [86℄, the angular momentum unquenhedby ovalent bonding, with a di�erent quantization axisthan the spins, must be a widespread phenomenon inantiferromagneti solids.In our ase, there an be no anapole omponent
0 along the  axis without a (small) orbital momentL and an orthogonal eletri dipole in diretions per-pendiular to  at the Cr sites. We an therefore ex-pet a (small) anting of the total magneti moment.We here reopen a fairly old debate that started whenFoner [87℄ reported that the parallel magneti susep-tibility of Cr2O3 does not drop to zero below 4 K. Thisled to ative searh for a anted struture of the mag-neti moments until Silverstein and Jaobs found thatVan Vlek suseptibility alulations an explain theresidual ontribution of �k [88℄. We reall that the VanVlek suseptibility aounts for loalized orbital mo-ments onsistent with a Zeeman perturbation restritedto the �rst and seond order,�iiorb = N�2B3kT fh	gjLi j	gi h	gjLi j	gig++ 2N�2B3 Xn6=g h	gjLi j	ni h	njLi j	giEn �Eg ; (16)whereN is the Avogadro number. In the partiular asewhere the ground state is orbitally nondegenerate, the�rst term vanishes. This was assumed by Silversteinand Jaobs, who onsidered a Cr ion in a ubi rystal�eld with a weak trigonal �eld. The Van Vlek sus-eptibility an then only result from the temperature-independent seond term, whih ouples the groundstate to higher rystal �eld levels. Parallel susepti-bility measurements refer to the omponent Lz, butthe weak trigonal �eld splitting of the orundum stru-ture yields an even higher oupling for Lx;y resulting in464



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :stronger Van Vlek ontributions to �? [89℄. The angu-lar momentum alone annot yield the orbital anapolemoment; we also need eletri dipoles. Reently, Mutoet al. [90℄ tried to simulate magnetoeletri spetra atoptial wavelengths and pointed out that an antisym-metri twist �eld with trigonal symmetry must be in-trodued in the mirosopi model in order to mix odd-parity orbitals in the stationary states of the system.This antisymmetri twist is learly essential to produea nonzero loal orbital anapole moment. At this stage,it is tempting to onlude that the symmetry redu-tion is aused by a substantial admixture of low-lyingrystal �eld levels in the virtual ground state. We donot even require an external �eld to indue the Zee-man seond-order perturbation; the strong exhange�eld responsible for the antiferromagneti order andthe spin�orbit oupling ould play the same role. Wereall that the strong loal perturbation aused by thedeep ore hole an obviously also ause suh a substan-tial oupling as predited in Se. 2.1 (see Eq. (3)).It remains to be proved experimentally, however,that there is no unquenhed angular momentum in theground state of Cr2O3; one should also reinvestigatewhether some small ordered anting of the magnetimoments assoiated with angular momentum an o-ur. Careful neutron di�ration studies [91℄ failed todetet any large, ordered anting of the magneti mo-ments, but the authors admitted openly that neutrondi�ration annot disprove models with anting anglesless than 3 degrees. This implies that with the mea-sured spin moment 2.48�B at eah Cr site, orthogonalorbital moments as large as 0.13�B may not be seen.This leaves ample spae for some orbital magnetisminvolving only the ground state wave funtions. Theauthors of [92℄ suspeted that the ovalent haraterin the Cr�O bonds might involve �a small spin trans-fer from the Cr (3d) orbitals to the O (2p) shell� butthey noted that the transferred moment is too smallto be deteted by neutron di�ration. This problemwas reently reonsidered in [93℄ via spherial neutronpolarimetry, and it was on�rmed that a redution ofhSzi from 2.98�B to 2.48�B is de�nitely too large to beexplained solely by the Heisenberg �zero-point devia-tion� (8%) dedued from neutron inelasti satteringmeasurements in [92℄. Using a simple model based ona ovalent overlap of the metal 3d(t2g) orbitals withthe oxygen 2p orbitals, Brown et al. [93℄ pointed outthat the symmetry onstraints prelude a net magne-tization of the oxygen atoms, and the only e�et of aovalent mixing is therefore to lower the measured mo-ment hSzi on the Cr sites; no hange of the aepted30m0magneti group is required. This is only true if

the spin�orbit oupling an be negleted as disussedbelow.More sophistiated unrestrited Hartree�Fok al-ulations [94, 95℄ revealed that ovaleny e�ets arepartiularly important in hromium sesquioxide andan explain the well-known di�erenes in the magnetistrutures of Cr2O3 and Fe2O3. Contrary to the modelin [93℄, Dovesi et al. [94℄ found a large splitting be-tween the spin-up (t�2g) and spin-down (t�2g) states andobserved that the ovalent eletron transfer involves asubstantial ontribution of the Cr 3d(eg) orbitals in theground state. This result suggests that there should bea signi�ant ontribution of the �rst term of the orbitalsuseptibility �orb expressed by Eq. (16). In the generalframework of band struture alulations, the orbitalpart of suseptibility must also inlude terms, suh asthose predited in [96℄, that have the same soure asthe temperature-independent Van Vlek suseptibilityin loalized ions.A quik inspetion of our XM�D spetra onvinedus that the E1E2 dihroi signal is most intense formixed parity exited states that an be identi�ed asfp(O) + e�g g and fp(O) + e�gg above the Fermi level inthe unrestrited Hartree�Fok alulations in [94℄. Asa onsequene of the rystal �eld symmetry, there an-not be any net spin moment deloalized on the oxygenatoms. However, the alulations produe lear evi-dene of a loal polarization of eah oxygen atom: thepart of the eletron loud faing Cr1 (�) is � polarized,while that faing Cr2 (�) is � polarized, the maximumpolarization ourring along the diretions of the hem-ial bonds. Regarding orbital moments possibly asso-iated with the ovalent bonding, one should keep inmind that the spin�orbit oupling is expeted to lowerthe rystal �eld symmetry, espeially in the plane per-pendiular to the  axis. Thus, the alulation in [94℄strongly suggests that a small orbital magneti momentperpendiular to  an our at every hromium site.This is also fully onsistent with the observation in [86℄that highly aspherial spin densities with zero spatialaverage are most often assoiated with nonzero angularmomentum distributions.Dovesi et al. [94, 95℄ reiterated the laim that themagneti symmetry of the antiferromagneti phase ofCr2O3 is redued to R3 (lass 3m), whih is a sub-group of R3. It is not transparent from their paperhow this laim was justi�ed. It seems that the onlymagneti onstraint imposed on the alulation wasthat the di�erene between the numbers of majority-spin and minority-spin eletrons per unit ell n� � n�was set to zero, while the program was expeted to re-tain only solutions for whih two onseutive Cr atoms15 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 2 (8) 465



J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003have � and �-type net atomi spin densities. Indeed,the group 3m would ideally explain our XOA experi-ments:1) the magneti rystal lass 3m (spae group R3)admits the anapole as an irreduible representation,whih is onsistent with the observation of the XM�Dspetra;2) the rystal lass 3m does not admit the pseudode-viator W(2;�1) as an irreduible representation, whihis onsistent with the absene of detetable XMLD(S1; S2) spetra [14℄;3) the rystal lass 3m admits the septor �(3;�1)as an irreduible representation; using the proeduredesribed in Se. 2.3, we were able to hek thatD�(3;�1)0 E 6= 0. From the experiment arried out withthe powdered sample, we expet only a small ontribu-tion of this septor term to the XM�D spetra. On theother hand, it is easy to hek that D�(3;�1)�2 E = 0.Unfortunately, the magnetoeletri group 3m is def-initely inompatible with all published magnetoeletrisuseptibility measurements, inluding the magneto-eletri annealing proedure that we used, beause itis easy to verify that the generi magnetoeletri ten-sor of this group has no diagonal term [50℄.The point raised by Dovesi et al. that a stru-tural hange ould our below TN would be onsis-tent with the observation reported by several authorslong ago that the lattie parameters hange quite sig-ni�antly below TN [97℄. Unfortunately, very highquality rystal struture data are required to re�nethe true magneti spae group. If we trust the in-terpretation that our XM�D spetra imply a redu-tion of magneti symmetry below TN , then we mustseek a magnetoeletri group onsistent with both XOAand the well-established magnetoeletri suseptibilitymeasurements. The only magneti groups that an re-onile these two experiments are 30 and 3: this is be-ause their generi magnetoeletri tensors simultane-ously have the same diagonal terms as the group 30m0and the same o�-diagonal terms as the group 3m [50℄.We note that only the group 30 is suitable for an anti-ferromagneti solid, whereas the group 3 would implythat the system is ferromagneti, whih is not the ase.Similarly, a very important observation [39℄ is that theexistene of a magnetoeletri toroidal group requiresthat in the high-temperature paramagneti phase, theompound must belong to one of the 8 ordinary groups:mmm; 4=mmm; 3m; 6m2; 6=mmm;m3; 43m;m3m:Therefore, as far as the orundum point group 3mis onerned, the only antiferromagneti toroidal sub-

groups that deserve attention are 30, 3m, and 30m,whih are all subgroups of 30m0. We note that only30 has a magnetoeletri tensor with diagonal elements.This was the basi argument that led us to propose thisgroup as the true magneti group desribing the spinand orbital magnetoeletri e�ets in Cr2O3 [14℄. A-ording to Table 3, the magneti group 30 must admitirreduible representations of the type W(2;�1)� . UsingEq. (6), we �nd that W(2;�1)�2 = 0 in our experimentalon�guration (H k E k  k k). This is fully onsistentwith the fat that we failed to detet any nonreip-roal XMLD signal in this geometry. As disussed inSe. 3.3.2, a nonreiproal dihroism XMLD (S2) mighthowever be deteted if the wave vetor k is set perpen-diular to the  axis, the annealing being still performedwith H k E k . Unfortunately, no experiment has yetbeen performed in this geometry.4.1.2. Vanadium sesquioxides: (V1�xCrx)2O3The magneti struture of the hromium dopedvanadium sesquioxides (V1�xCrx)2O3 in the so-alledantiferromagneti �insulating� low-temperature phaseis another ontroversial subjet. It dates bak to 1980whenWord et al. [98℄ reported a areful neutron di�ra-tion study on pure vanadium sesquioxide (karelianite).They on�rmed that in the monolini antiferromag-neti insulating phase, the rystal has a distorted I2=asymmetry and that the vanadium atoms arry a mag-neti moment approximately given by 1:2�B, tiltedaway from the trigonal  axis by 71Æ and perpendiularto the a axis. However, the observation of a forbiddenre�etion for ` = 6h+ 3 [99℄ led them to envisage thatthe magneti group might not be 2=m 
 � as is usu-ally aepted but rather a low-symmetry group 2 [98℄.They tentatively explained this symmetry redution bya small magneti ontribution of the oxygen lattie [99℄.This puzzling observation was nevertheless onsidereda �minor issue� even though it was admittted by Moonhimself [100℄ and by von Laar and Yethiraj [101℄ that aredution of the magneti symmetry ould be perfetlyenvisaged. Moon expliitly mentioned in his paper thatorbital moments ould result in a redution of symme-try.The neutron di�ration study in [98℄ is pertinenthere beause the lass 2 is magnetoeletri; aordingto Table 3, it simultaneously admits 
(1;�1);W(2;�1),and �(3;�1) as irreduible representations, and themeasurement of nonreiproal XMLD (S1; S2) spe-tra must then be allowed by symmetry. Using arystal of hromium doped vanadium sesquioxide, i.e.,(V1�xCrx)2O3 with x = 0:028, we observed in the mon-466
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Fig. 7. V K-edge nonreiproal XMLD spetra of(V(1�x)Crx )2O3 reorded in the monolini antifer-romagneti insulating phase below TN after magneto-eletri annealing performed with either parallel (+) orantiparallel (�) eletri and magneti �elds in the ge-ometry (kkkEkH). The di�erential absorption spe-tra refer to the domains grown under the ondition oftime-reversality after magnetoeletri annealing. Theupper trae reprodues a high energy resolution (de-onvoluted) XANES spetrumolini low-temperature phase what is still believed tobe the �rst example of a nonreiproal X-ray magnetilinear dihroism [15℄. The rystal borrowed from Pao-lasini was initially assumed to be leaved perpendiu-larly to the hexagonal  axis, but it was realized re-ently that it was slightly misut. Thus, the nonre-iproal XMLD (S1) spetra reprodued in Fig. 7 werereorded after a magnetoeletri annealing proess on-duted in the geometry EkHkk with  tilted away fromk by approximately 10Æ. Beause the signal was foundto hange its sign when the annealing was performedwith parallel or antiparallel eletri/magneti �elds andto vanish above the Néel temperature TN = 181 K,we feel that there is very little doubt left regardingthe nonreiproal harater of this signal. We empha-

size that the orientations of the rystallographi axes aand b were unfortunately unknown in this experiment:this makes it impossible to larify whether the nonre-iproal dihroism that was measured is to be inter-preted as the Jones dihroism XMLD (S2) assoiatedwith the e�etive operator hW (2;�1)bb �W (2;�1)aa i or as atrue dihroism of the type XMLD (S1) assoiated withthe symmetri o�-diagonal terms hW (2;�1)ab +W (2;�1)ba i.We note that we refer here to the rystal axes and notto the laboratory frame. Clearly, future experiments ofthis type would all for a detailed (systemati) analysisof the angular dependene of the signal with respetto 2 , even though one an antiipate that suh ex-periments should be very demanding in terms of beamtime alloation. Moreover, beause no experiment hasyet been performed with a powdered sample, no india-tions are available as to whether the septor terms giveany signi�ant ontribution.We note that the nonreiproal XMLD signal mea-sured in (V1�xCrx)2O3 and the nonreiproal XM�Dsignal of Cr2O3 are of approximately the same orderof magnitude, the nonreiproal XMLD signal beingperhaps slightly less intense. We insist that severalreasons make it impossible to interpret the spetra re-produed in Fig. 7 as lassial magneto-optial (reip-roal) XMLD spetra [48℄: (i) a nonreiproal dihro-ism hanges its sign when the magneti �eld is re-versed, while this is not the ase for the magneto-optial XMLD spetra; (ii) in the experiment illus-trated with Fig. 7, the magneti �eld was oriented alongthe diretion of the wavevetor k, whereas the magneti�eld is typially set perpendiular to k in magneto-optial experiments; (iii) the intensity of our nonreip-roal XMLD signal is exeeding (by one order of mag-nitude at least) the highest intensity that one wouldexpet for a reiproal, �-even XMLD signal. Every-one who has tried to measure a reiproal XMLD signalat a K-edge would agree with us that this is always avery hallenging experiment.As pointed out in [15℄, a areful examination of thespetra reprodued in Fig. 7 reveals that there is un-ambiguously a weak dihroism ontribution that doesnot hange its sign when the magneti �eld is reversed.Our interpretation is that this residual reiproal signalan result either from the (small) monolini distortionor from the fat that the rystal was slightly misut (orboth).As in the ase of Cr2O3, the dihroism inten-sity seems to be most intense for the �nal states ofmixed parity 3d(eg) + O(p). Dovesi et al. [95℄ alsoperformed unrestrited Hartree�Fok alulations on467 15*



J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003V2O3, but their alulations were unfortunately on-duted with the high-temperature orundum strutureof V2O3 and still with the previous magneti groupR3. It would be desirable to reprodue suh alu-lations with the distorted monolini struture I2=athat is widely aepted for the low-temperature anti-ferromagneti phase.In a reent theoretial study of V2O3, Di Matteoet al. [102℄ have identi�ed two magnetoeletri sub-groups of 2=m 
 � that an be ompatible with theX-ray di�ration data in [103℄: 2=m0 and 20=m. Fromthe tensor tables in [50℄, it immediately follows that thegeneri magnetoeletri tensor of the group 20=m hasno diagonal terms and annot give any dihroism ofthe type XMLD (S2). Moreover, beause [a℄ = 0, nomagnetoeletri annealing is possible in our experimen-tal on�guration. In ontrast, [a℄ 6= 0 for the group2=m0 whih looks like the ideal hoie for nonreipro-al XOA experiments in our experimental on�gurationbeause this magneti group admits the anapole as theirreduible representation along the  axis, whilehW (2;�1)bb �W (2;�1)aa i 6= 0and hW (2;�1)ab +W (2;�1)ba i 6= 0;it is also easy to verify thath�(3;�1)bb � �(3;�1)aa i 6= 0and h�(3;�1)ab + �(3;�1)ba i 6= 0:As in the ase of Cr2O3, there are several india-tions suggesting that orbital magnetism should also ex-ist in V2O3. We would like to draw the attention tothe experimental fat that the parallel magneti sus-eptibility does not drop to zero at low temperaturesfor V2O3 and Cr2O3 [104, 105℄. This was again inter-preted as the signature of a temperature-independentVan Vlek orbital magnetism. Very reently, Tanakadeveloped an interesting model [106℄ aording to whiheah vanadium ion with S = 1 also has an orbital mag-neti moment approximately given by 0:7�B; it waseven suggested in [106℄ that these orbital moments anbe slightly tilted away from the plane of the antifer-romagneti spin lattie, with the pratial onsequenethat the 2=m
� symmetry is broken, thus making thelow-temperature phase magnetoeletri. This wouldbe onsistent with the observation of a nonreiproalXMLD spetrum if we additionally admit that thereis loally some ordered eletri dipole. Preisely this

was reently onsidered in [27℄, where it was suggestedthat some ooperative Jahn�Teller distortion ourringat the monolini phase transition would also tilt theeletri moments. We note that the development of anantiferroeletri order is ompatible with the magneto-eletri group 2=m0 and an possibly explain the highlydestrutive harater of the phase transition for singlerystals of any size. Indeed, as disussed in the pre-vious subsetion, there is still the risk that due to theore hole perturbation, the ross terms in Eq. (3) al-low probing some pseudoground state of arti�ially re-dued symmetry beause ore hole perturbation mixesthe true ground state with low rystal �eld levels.Reently, Di Matteo and Jansen [107℄ reported thatthey failed to measure any magnetoeletri susepti-bility using the same single rystal as the one usedin our nonreiproal XMLD experiment, and they im-mediately questioned our interpretation. They alsodoubted the e�ieny of the annealing proess in ourexperiment by alleging that the ondutivity of the(V1�xCrx)2O3 rystal would exeed the ondutiv-ity losses of Cr2O3 by 15 orders of magnitude. A-ording to our own tests, this �gure is erroneouslyexessive. At the Néel temperature TN , the on-dutivity of the (V1�xCrx)2O3 rystal (approximately3 � 103 
 � m [108℄) was estimated to be 5 ordersof magnitude higher than the measured ondutivity(0.3 G
 � m) of our Cr2O3 rystal. Under suh on-ditions, the alulated dieletri relaxation time �R� 0:36 ms (to be ompared with �R � 36 s for Cr2O3)still looks ompatible with the fast mirosopi dynam-is of the magnetoeletri annealing proess, as long asone aepts a low leakage urrent (< 10�A)) at thepolarizing eletrodes in order to evauate the aumu-lated harges1). It seems to us that the stati magneti�eld method apparently used in [107℄ to measure themagnetoeletri suseptibility of this hromium-dopedvanadium sesquioxide rystal is totally inappropriatefor systems that have rather large ondutivity lossesas explained in lassial textbooks on magnetoeletrimedia [51℄; this is preisely why pulse methods or meth-ods exploiting magneti �elds modulated at a very highfrequeny were developed by several groups in the latesixties, in partiular by Al'shin and Astrov, who usedan alternating magneti �eld at the frequeny 4 MHz.Thus, due to the ondutivity losses of the rystal,the failure of the experiments reported in [107℄ is notunexpeted, but the inadequay of the experimental1) F. de Bergevin drew our attention to this important point.This led us to hek the reality of a low leakage urrent whihwe had negleted in our reports.468



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :method does not allow them to draw any onlusion re-garding the questioned magnetoeletri nature of this(V1�xCrx)2O3 rystal in the low-temperature mono-lini phase.Anyhow, omparison of XOA experiments withmagnetoeletri suseptibility measurements is notstraightforward, as is illustrated by the following dif-ferenes.1) Nonreiproal XOA probes only the orbital partof some average, spinless, one-eletron magnetoele-tri tensor. In ontrast, marosopi magnetoeletrisuseptibility measurements have been disussed up tonow essentially by onsidering in the �rst plae how thespins are supposed to be ordered in a given low-tem-perature phase. Nothing is really known, however, re-garding the relative ontributions of the spin and or-bital urrents in suh a magnetoeletri solid and it isnot even lear whether magnetoeletri suseptibilitymeasurements would be sensitive enough to detet aontribution of orbital urrents. One an easily imag-ine a situation where some terms of the magnetoele-tri tensor have a purely orbital origin or a vanish-ingly small spin ontribution: in this ase, the stan-dard magnetoeletri suseptibility measurement anpossibly fail and lead to erroneous onlusions. Onemay also envisage the onverse ase of magnetoeletrisolids where the orbital part of the magnetoeletri ten-sor is partially quenhed: there might exist geometriesunder whih no XOA an be deteted, even though thestandard magnetoeletri suseptibility measurementsallow expeting a signal.2) Nonreiproal XOA yields a loal, element-seletive information that annot be obtained by on-ventional magnetoeletri suseptibility measurements.This ould be turned into a formidable advantage if sev-eral absorption edges an be probed seletively. Thisadvantage has a ounterpart, however, the perturba-tion indued by the deep ore hole might jeopardizethe possibility to draw �rm onlusions regarding themagneti symmetry of the true ground state as a on-sequene of Eq. (3).3) Marosopi magnetoeletri suseptibility mea-surements require the use of intense eletri or magneti�elds. In ontrast, nonreiproal XOA experiments perse do not require any eletri/magneti �eld and areinherently insensible to the ondutivity losses of thesample. In the experiment disussed in this setion, amagnetoeletri annealing proess was used only to re-ate remanent magnetoeletri states of opposite time-reversality. Other types of annealing ould possiblyprodue the same result, for example, galvanomagnetiannealing or simply magneti annealing ould su�e

under proper symmetry onditions. Figure 1 is a typi-al example where the ation of the magneti �eld ona spin anapole indues a loal eletri polarization andan indue the nuleation of an antiferroeletri order,without applying any eletri �eld. The existene of anorbital anapole ould possibly play the same role.4.2. E�etive operators and ross densities ofstates4.2.1. Appliations of the XOA sum rulesIn this subsetion, we wish to report on the �rstattempts that we made to use Carra�Jerez�MarriEqs. (7)�(9) in order to derive the expetation values ofthe relevant E1E2 e�etive operators. It is instrutiveto �rst ompare some pratial details onerning theXOA sum rules and the XMCD sum rules in the softX-ray range [24; 110℄.1) Renormalizing the XOA dihroism spetraagainst the XANES spetra annot exempt us fromalulating the two radial integrals R(1;2)` numerially.We found that this an be most onveniently done withthe so-alled FDMNES ode [111℄, beause we ouldeasily hek that these integrals are nearly onstantover the energy range seleted for the integration.2) The XOA sum rules do not introdue any renor-malization with respet to the number of holes in theband aepting the photoeletron, as this is typiallythe ase with the XMCD sum rules.3) In establishing the sum rules, we impliitly on-sidered transitions between atomi multiplets of pureon�gurations, with `, `, and `0 being well identi-�ed quantum numbers. This may restrit Eqs. (7)�(9)to E1E2 transitions towards partially �lled, loalizedbands of the �nite width�E = Eutoff � EFermi:There is some ambiguity regarding the de�nition ofEutoff , however. It is rather unlear whether oneshould set the uto� energy at the in�exion point ofthe edge spetrum or beyond the most intense signa-tures of the dihroism spetra, i.e., slightly above theabsorption edge. In order to warrant the numerial sta-bility of the alulations, we were led to systematiallyset Eutoff above the edge, but this is rather question-able when strong shape resonanes of hiral-EXAFSsignatures ontribute to the experimental spetra.4) In our opinion, the most serious di�ulty is stillof experimental nature and onerns the extreme sen-sitivity of the sum rules to baseline distortions thatmay be aused by instabilities of the X-ray beam or469



J. Goulon, A. Rogalev, F. Wilhelm et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003by radiation damages to the sample. These problemsan hardly be avoided over long data aquisition times.Error bars therefore strongly depend on the amplitudeof the measured dihroism.In Table 7, we have regrouped the expetation val-ues of the e�etive operators that were extrated fromour nonreiproal XOA experiments using Eqs. (8) and(9). Two alulations were arried out systematially.In the �rst one, we assumed that the ontribution ofthe septor �(3;�1)0;�2 an be negleted; in the seond, weassumed that the whole dihroism is entirely due tothis septor term. As disussed in the previous setions,the seond assumption is highly improbable regardingthe measured XM�D spetra of Cr2O3; this is why theorresponding result is only quoted in parentheses. Forthe nonreiproal XMLD experiments, the situation ismore ambiguous due to the lak of information regard-ing the exat orientation of the rystal. Under thepresent onditions, the only option is to refer to thelaboratory frame, and therefore the relevant e�etiveoperator is to be written as hW (2;�1)XY +W (2;�1)Y X i. Byanalogy with the previous ase, one may guess that theontribution of the septor terms must be negligible.It appears learly from Table 7 that the expetationvalue of the anapole moment is rather small for Cr2O3.Beause we missed any pertinent referene for ompar-ison, we tried to onvert the alulated orbital anapolemoment into an average toroidal dipole moment perunit ell using the relationMorbtd = N h
0i6 = 0:02�Ba0;where N is here the number of Cr atoms per unit elland a0 is the Bohr radius. It then beomes immedi-ately obvious thatMorbtd is several orders of magnitudesmaller than the spin toroidal dipole momentMspintd = 45�Ba0that was reported reently for the magnetoeletrirystal Ga2�xFexO3 [109℄. If this omparison makessense, it would leave virtually no hope to extratthe orbital part of the magnetoeletri tensor [a�� ℄orbfrom magnetoeletri suseptibility measurements, be-ause suh measurements are not su�iently au-rate at present. Interestingly, the values quoted forhDW (2;�1)XY E+ DW (2;�1)Y X Ei in the antiferromagneti in-sulating phase of the (V1�xCrx)2O3 rystal are oneorder of magnitude larger. As expeted, the sign isreversed for magnetoeletri domains of opposite time-reversality. We reall that in our nonreiproal XMLDexperiments, we essentially measure a linear ombina-tion of hW (2;�1)bb �W (2;�1)aa i and hW (2;�1)ab +W (2;�1)ba i,

whereas in XM�D experiments, one would measurehW (2;�1)ab �W (2;�1)ba i. Thus, the preliminary resultquoted in Table 7 forhDW (2;�1)XY E+ DW (2;�1)Y X Ei � �0:8 a.u.looks rather onsistent with the model proposedin [106℄, where a rather large ground state orbitalmoment is predited for V2O3, while this is ertainlynot true for Cr2O3.To illustrate the ase of the XNCD sum rules, wehave seleted the obalt K-edge XNCD spetra of thetwo enantiomeri omplexes1(�) = 2[Co(en)3Cl3℄ � NaCl � 6H2O(see [18℄), whih were introdued in Se. 3.2.1. In Tab-le 8, we have also inluded additional results taken fromour XNCD spetra data base:1) the titanium K-edge XNCD spetra of twononenantiomorphous rystals of potassium titanylphosphate, i.e., 3 = KTiOPO4 (spae group Pna21,lass mm2); these rystals were ut normal to theonjugated diretions [120℄ and [120℄;2) the iodine L1-edge XNCD spetrum of lithiumiodate, i.e., 4 = LiIO3 (spae group P63, lass 6);3) the tellurium L1-edge XNCD spetrum ofparatellurite, i.e., 5 = TeO2 (spae group P41212,lass 422).As on�rmed by Table 8, the pseudodeviatorsDN(2;+1)E = D[L;
℄(2)Eof the enantiomers 1(+) and 1(�) have nearly the sameabsolute value but opposite signs as antiipated fromsymmetry. In fat, the omplex 1(�) turned to be themost favorable example due to its very strong pre-edgeXNCD signal. For the potassium titanyl phosphaterystals, one would expet 
N(2;+1)� to exhibit invertedsigns in the ase of XNCD spetra reorded with thewave vetor parallel to the diretions [120℄ and [120℄.In pratie, the situation is muh less favorable beausethere are two inequivalent Ti sites in the unit ell andwe found them to ontribute to dihroisms of the op-posite signs [112℄. The XNCD signal measured at theTi K-edge is therefore very weak and the poor signal-to-noise ratio makes it more di�ult to exploit the sumrule quantitatively. Nevertheless, the alulated valuesof 
N(2;+1)� have the expeted opposite signs and theirlow magnitudes are onsistent with the average of thee�etive operator over the two inequivalent Ti sites.470



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :Table 7. Expetation values of the nonreiproal XOA operatorsCompound Cr K-edge Cr2O3 V K-edge V2O3 [H+℄ V K-edge V2O3 [H�℄E�etive operator 
z �(3)z W (2)XY +W (2)Y X �(3)Y Y Z � �(3)XXZ W (2)XY +W (2)Y X �(3)Y Y Z � �(3)XXZatom. units 0.03 (�0:03) �0:84 (�0:48) +0:90 (+0:52)R(1) rad. integral �8:21 � 10�5 �8:21 � 10�5 �9:47 � 10�5 �9:47 � 10�5 �9:47 � 10�5 �9:47 � 10�5R(2) rad. integral �7:62 � 10�6 �7:62 � 10�6 �1:03 � 10�5 �1:03 � 10�5 �1:03 � 10�5 �1:03 � 10�5Table 8. Expetation values of the XNCD operatorsCompound Coen3[+℄ Coen3[�℄ KTiOPO4 [120℄ KTiOPO4 [1�20℄ LiIO3 TeO2Absorption edge Co K-edge Co K-edge Ti K-edge Ti K-edge I L1-edge Te L1-edgeE�etive operator h[L;
℄(2)i h[L;
℄(2)i h[L;
℄(2)i h[L;
℄(2)i h[L;
℄(2)i h[L;
℄(2)iatom. units +0:424 �0:409 +0:016 �0:011 +0:50 +0:77R(1) rad. integral �5:31 � 10�5 �5:31 � 10�5 �1:15 � 10�4 �1:15 � 10�4 2:33 � 10�5 2:53 � 10�5R(2) rad. integral �3:96 � 10�6 �3:96 � 10�6 �1:27 � 10�5 �1:27 � 10�5 �2:16 � 10�6 �2:57 � 10�64.2.2. Cross densities of statesThe requirement that the �nal states are loalized isa severe restrition, espeially in the so-alled �hiral-EXAFS� regime whih we have explored in the aseof TeO2 [19℄. One may thus question whether Eq. (7)is suitable to analyze the iodine L1-edge XNCD spe-trum of �-LiIO3, beause in this partiular example,the most intense signatures are learly loated in theontinuum [16℄, i.e., well beyond the intense 2s ! 5pwhite line. In the ontinuum of states, we are on-vined that it may be a better strategy in the ontextof XOA to transpose the so-alled �di�erential� formu-lation of the sum rule, whih is now ommonly used toanalyze the K-edge X-ray magneti irular dihroism(XMCD) spetra in the so-alled �Magneti-EXAFS�regime [113�115℄. Suh a �di�erential� reformulationof Eq. (2) is given by�� (E)E2 � 4�2�~ r2�45 S3S0 �� ddE 8<:X� Y ��2 R(1)` R(2)`0  (`; `0) �� D f ���N(2;+1)� (`; `0)��� fE9=; ; (17)

where N(2;+1) an be identi�ed with [L;
℄(2) and (`; `0) is a numerial fator. In this monoeletroni ap-proah, we an de�ne ross densities of states (X-DOS)hN(2;+1) (E)i that are related to the retarded one-eletron Green's funtion G+ (E) byDN(2;+1)(E)E == � 1�TrnN(2;+1) (`; `0) ImG+ (E)o : (18)It follows from this de�nition that these ross densitiesof states refer to the e�etive operator of XNCD, i.e.,N(2) = [L;
℄(2) :Aording to Eq. (17), experimentally measured XNCDspetra must be diretly proportional to the X-DOSs.This is on�rmed by Fig. 8, where experimental andsimulated iodine L1-edge XNCD spetra of �-LiIO3 areompared with the (p� d) X-DOS alulated with aLMTO ode [116℄. The agreement looks very enourag-ing and learly stimulates us to try extending Eqs. (17),(18) to nonreiproal optial ativity.We �nally note that although the de�nition of rossdensities of states makes no referene to the groundstate properties (	g), this does not mean that the deepore hole has no in�uene on their alulation.471
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Energy, eVFig. 8. Comparison of the experimental iodine L1-XNCD spetrum of LiIO3 with the alulated p�d ross density of statesand the simulated XNCD spetrum5. CONCLUSIONIn onlusion, X-ray optial ativity appears asa new, element-spei� spetrosopy to study orbitalmagnetism in parity nononserving solids. As far asthe proposed E1E2 sum rules may give us aess to thetrue ground state expetation values of magnetoeletriorbital operators, the nonreiproal XOA might revealhidden spae�time symmetry properties in magneto-eletri rystals, beause XOA probes only the weakorbital part of a monoeletroni magnetoeletri ten-sor, whereas it is extremely di�ult to disentangle theorbital part from the spin part in lassial magnetoele-tri suseptibility measurements. For instane, XOAan reveal a redution of the magneti symmetry when-ever the partially unquenhed angular momentum hasa quantization axis di�erent from the one of the spins.We note, however, that the E1E2 sum rules an yieldthe expetation values of the pertinent parity-mixingoperators only for a pseudo ground state. Due to thestrong perturbation aused by the deep ore hole, weannot exlude a ontribution of ross terms involv-ing the ground state and low-lying exited states, as isthe ase with the temperature-independent Van Vlekparamagnetism. In this ontext, we note that a ontri-bution of the Van Vlek paramagnetism to XMCD hasbeen observed very reently at the same ESRF beam-line in a paramagneti insulator (EuF3) and a param-

agneti metal (Pd) [117℄.In this paper, we have lari�ed whih time-reversalodd e�etive operator should be responsible for themagnetohiral dihroism XM�D (S0) and the nonreip-roal linear dihroisms XMLD (S1; S2). The ompar-ison of the nonreiproal dihroism spetra reordedwith single rystals or powdered samples has beenshown to be partiularly helpful in evaluating the rel-ative importane of the higher-order septor 
�(3;�1)�terms with respet to the ontributions of the orbitalanapole 

(1;�1)� or the pseudodeviator 
W(2;�1)�. Inthe spei� ase of Cr2O3, there is very little doubt leftthat the observed magnetohiral dihroism is relatedto the orbital anapole operator. On the other hand,the orbital toroidal moment (Mtd) derived from thesum rule was found to be several orders of magnitudesmaller than the spin Mtd that was determined inde-pendently for a typial magnetoeletri rystal fromdi�ration data; this result seems to on�rm that itwould be very di�ult to aess to the orbital part ofthe magnetoeletri tensor using onventional magne-toeletri suseptibility measurements.Potential appliations of natural XOA in inorganior bio-inorgani hemistry are still heavily impeded bythe prerequisite that one should �rst obtain large-sizesingle rystals of the resolved enantiomers in order tobe able to reord aurate XNCD spetra. We haveshown that this di�ulty an be irumvented if, for472



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 2 (8), 2003 X-ray optial ativity : : :instane, the hiral speies is soluble in a liquid rys-tal phase that an be aligned in a magneti �eld. Weare still seeking further alternative approahes. Thetime-even pseudodeviatorDN(2;+1)E = D[L;
℄(2)Eould be used to study and quantify ligand-induedasymmetry e�ets that are suspeted to play animportant role in asymmetri synthesis. More work isunderway in order to extend the alulation of rossdensity of states and make their systemati numerialsimulations possible.The authors are partiularly indebted to E. Katzfor drawing their attention to the formulation of theorbital anapole given in [2℄ and for many stimula-ting disussions. They wish to thank C. Moise andD. Perey (Laboratoire de Synthèse & EletrosynthèseOrganométalliques, Université de Bourgogne, Dijon)who arried out the synthesis and puri�ation of thehiral ompound 2. One of us (Ch. B.) is grateful toS. Di Matteo and C. R. Natoli for ommuniating apreprint before publiation. This work was supportedin part by the INTAS (grant � 01-822) and IPGP(grant � 1921). APPENDIXThe E1E2 absorption ross setion was given inEq. (4) as a produt of spherial tensors T(b;�)� desrib-ing the X-rays and �(b;�)� desribing the sample. Here,we give the relation between the sample spherial ten-sors �(b;�)� and the sample Cartesian tensorAlmn + iA0lmn == 4�2�~!kiXf h g jrlj f ih f jrmrnj gi �� Æ(Ef �Eg � ~!); (A.1)where Almn and A0lmn are real. With this relation, thetables given in [49℄ an be used to determine the form ofthe sample spherial tensors as a funtion of the mag-neti point group. From the de�nition of the sampleCartesian tensor, it is lear that Almn = Alnm. Thisproperty must therefore be added when using the tablesin [49℄. The sample Cartesian tensor is parity-odd. Toinvestigate its transformation under time-reversal sym-metry, we replae j f i and j gi with j� f i and j� giin Eq. (A.1), whih gives�(Almn + iA0lmn) = �(Almn + iA0lmn)�:

Therefore, Almn is time-reversal odd and A0lmn is time-reversal even. The relation between spherial andCartesian tensors is given by the following formulas:�(1;�1)�1 = � 1p30(2Axxx � 3iAxxy �Axyy ��Axzz � iAyxx + 3Ayxy � 2iAyyy � iAyzz ++ 3Azxz � 3iAzyz);�(1;�1)0 = � 1p15(3Axxz + 3Ayyz �Azxx ��Azyy + 2Azzz); (A.2)
�(2;�1)�2 = � 1p6(Axxz � iAxyz � iAyxz ��Ayyz �Azxx � 2iAzxy +Azyy);�(2;�1)�1 = 1p6(�iAxxy �Axyy +Axzz �� iAyxx +Ayxy � iAyzz �Azxz � iAzyz);�(2;�1)0 = i(Ayxz �Axyz); (A.3)
�(3;�1)�3 = � 12p2(Axxx � 2iAxxy �Axyy �� iAyxx � 2Ayxy � iAyyy);�(3;�1)�2 = 12p3(2Axxz � 2iAxyz � 2iAyxz �� 2Ayyz +Azxx � 2iAzxy �Azyy);�(3;�1)�1 = � 12p30(3Axxx � 2iAxxy +Axyy ��4Axzz � iAyxx+2Ayxy � 3iAyyy � 4iAyzz�� 8Azxz � 8iAzyz);�(3;�1)0 = � 1p10(2Axxz + 2Ayyz +Azxx ++Azyy � 2Azzz):

(A.4)
Finally,�(2;+1)�2 = 1p6(�iA0xxz +A0xyz +A0yxz �� iA0yyz � iA0zxx � 2A0zxy � iA0zyy);�(2;+1)�1 = � 1p6(A0xxy � iA0xyy � iA0xzz ��A0yxx � iA0yxy +A0yzz � iA0zxz �A0zyz);�(2;+1)0 = A0xyz �A0yxz: (A.5)
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